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Dear Players, Parents and Guardians: 

 

 

Welcome to the 2020 season of Firebird baseball. Our program has enjoyed tremendous success resulting from talented, hardwork-
ing student-athletes and supportive parents. Our continued success will rely upon those same traits. 

 

This manual is intended to familiarize all those involved in Firebird baseball with the philosophy, history and expectations that com-
prise our program. Please take time to read through this information. For all of us to be successful, it takes hard work and coopera-
tion between us. 

 

Communication between players, coaches and parents is vital towards our success. Please feel free to contact a coach, at the appro-
priate time, should you have any questions or concerns about any aspect of the program. 

 

Please accept our thanks for all the outstanding support given to our student-athletes in so many ways. We appreciate all you do 
and wish each of you an enjoyable spring of Firebird baseball! 

 

 

Regards, 

 

 

Mike Hill 

Head Baseball Coach 

Lawrence Free State High School 
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PROGRAM VALUES 

ACCOUNTABLE: “Being there every week for my teammates is really important to me.” – Pey-

ton Manning 

CHALLENGED: “If it doesn’t challenge you it doesn’t change you.” – Fred DeVito 

COMPETITIVE: “The competitor to be feared the most is the one who never worries about 

others at all, and goes on making himself better all the time.” – Blake Griffin 

DISCIPLINED: “Good things become bad things when they get in the way of great things.” – 

Chris Bando 

HARD-WORKING: “There are no secrets to success. It is the result of preparation, hard-work 

and learning from failure.” – Colin Powell 

PREPARED: “The will to succeed is important, but what’s more important is the will to pre-

pare.” – Bobby Knight 

RELENTLESS: “The greatest glory in living is not in never failing, but rising in rising every time 

we fail.” – Nelson Mandela 

SERVICE-ORIENTED: “A life is not important, except in the impact it has on other lives.” – 

Jackie Robinson 

 

22 Years of Excellence 

Sunflower League Champions: 1999, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2008, 2009, 2013, 2019 

Regional Champions: 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2008, 2010, 2015, 2016, 2018, 2019 

State Runners-up: 2004, 2016, 2019 

STATE CHAMPIONS: 2006, 2015 

Nationally Ranked: 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2015 

168 All-Sunflower League Players – 59 1st Team 

50 All-State Players – 30 1st Team 

78 College Baseball Players – 28 Division I 

5 Professional Players 
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INTRODUCTION 

The following are expectations for the 2020 Lawrence Free State High School baseball team. It is strongly recommended that all 
players and team personnel familiarize themselves with these expectations as it is upon these that we hope to maintain a pro-
gram that all students, parents, staff and community members can be proud of.  

 

PHILOSOPHY 

The philosophy of the baseball program at Lawrence Free State High School is to enhance the lives of its participants through the 
game of baseball. It is our desire that all participants increase their knowledge of the game and their ability to play it. Most im-
portantly, it is hoped that all participants will achieve a sense of self-accomplishment and teamwork in the pursuit of a common 
goal.  

 

We do not believe success can be truly measured in victories and defeats. However, our goal is to win, and win every time we step 
onto the field. Success breeds success!  Ultimately, through regular season victories, we want to put ourselves in a position to win 
conference, regional and state championships. Victories shall never become frequent nor meaningful unless the before men-
tioned philosophy becomes reality.   

 

TEAM OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of the program at Lawrence Free State High School are as follows: 

1.  For each participant to obtain a sense of self-accomplishment and self-worth. 

2.  To increase participants’ skill levels and knowledge of the game of baseball. 

3.  To improve our play as a team from the beginning of the season to the end of the season. 

4.  To consistently compete for conference, regional and state baseball championships. 

 

PLAYING TIME 
At the varsity level, playing time is something that is earned, not given. We will play the players who we feel will give us the best 
opportunity to succeed. Please note that this also includes Senior Day. You will have numerous opportunities to show us in prac-
tice, on a daily basis, that you are one of the people who can get the job done. The rules of our sport hinder the coaches’ ability to 
get a large number of players in and out of the game. The coaches will make you aware of your role with the team. You may also 
come to the coaches, at any time, to discuss your role and give your opinion on it.  
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POINTS OF EMPHASIS 

ACADEMICS 

The reason you are in school is to learn, excel academically, and prepare yourselves to become productive members of society. This 
should be your first and most important priority at Lawrence Free State High School. All student-athletes are expected to  adhere to 
school academic standards. Those who fail to do so run the risk of forfeiting future eligibility with the team. 

 

CLASS ATTENDANCE 

Class attendance is crucial toward your academic success. All players are expected to attend class and be on time. Excessive absences 
and tardiness hinders your academic progress and consequently, can hinder the progress of the team.  

 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT 

You are encouraged to seek and accept any tutoring or other help regarding academics. It is strongly urged that these matters be dealt 
with before school or during your time; not during baseball time. If this is not possible, you must inform a coach as to why before you 
miss practice. Upon your return to practice, you must have a written note from the teacher that you have just left. The note should 
include the purpose of your tardiness and the time you left the presence of the teacher. 

 

APPEARANCE 

You will be required to follow a practice and game dress code. Jewelry of any kind is prohibited by the rules of the game.  

 

TRAINING POLICY 

Each student-athlete and his parents or guardians have signed the Lawrence Free State High School Code of Conduct agreement. Any 
team member in violation of this Code of Conduct during the season may not be nominated by the Free State coaching staff for any 
post season honors or activities that include, but are not limited to: All-Sunflower League team, All-State team, any high school all-star 
games, team MVP and or Foundation Award winner. 

 

SWEARING 

You are urged to choose your words wisely. Remember that others are listening! 

 

TARDINESS  

An unexcused tardy is absolutely not acceptable. If you are tardy you must have a written reply explaining your tardiness from a 
parent/guardian or staff member. This reply must contain the time you left the parent/guardian or staff members presence.  

 

EXCUSES  

We have no room for these in our program. At this level you are judged by your ability to perform. Excuses do not change the fact that 
you failed to perform. Use your time to think of ways to help better your performance as opposed to thinking of excuses to justify your 
inability to get the job done.  
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GAME DAY/CONDUCT 

It is expected that you behave in a first class manner with respect to opposing coaches and players, as well as umpires, other 
officials and fans. You are a representative of Lawrence Free State High School and the community.  

 

COMMUNICATION WITH UMPIRES 

They have a job to do and so do you. If spoken to you may reply. Address all umpires as “sir” in all situations. NEVER question or 
demonstrate any action, positive or negative, concerning an umpires call. Never show up an umpire. If there were any ad-
vantage in allowing you to discuss or dispute a call with an umpire we would permit it. There is not, so you will not.  

 

COMMUNICATION WITH OPPONENTS 

Harassing the other team is unsportsmanlike, pointless, and against the rules. You may exchange conversation with the oppos-
ing team members if you have something positive to say.  

 

COMMUNICATION WITH FANS 

The game is played on the field and not in the stands. Your energies should be focused on your task, not friends, relatives or 
others. Therefore, we ask that no visitation occur during game time. 

 

INJURIES AND SICKNESS 

Any injury, or potential injury, should immediately be reported to a coach. This also includes any sickness. Any injury that is seri-
ous or persistent needs to be evaluated by a doctor or a certified athletic trainer. 

 

TRAINING ROOM 

If you need to see a trainer or use the training room, quickly take care of your business and leave. If you need to be taped you 
must do so before practice. Taping will be performed by the athletic trainer, or, in case of an emergency, by a coach. Tape is not 
a decoration. The training room is not a place to socialize or hangout.  

 

SOCIAL MEDIA 

Social Media is a part of most student-athletes’ lives and can be an important and appropriate asset. It is not a method in which 
to criticize teammates, coaches, opponents or make negative/inappropriate comments about baseball related events.  

 

THOUGHTS 

All players will be expected to perform at their maximum abilities at all times. We do not believe every “ouchy” should be re-
ported; pain is part of athletics. However, if you feel something is wrong it is important to report it.  
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PRACTICE PROCEDURES 

Practice will begin 15 minutes after the completion of school. On weekends there may be an occasional practice on Saturday morn-
ing. The team will not meet on Sunday unless unusual circumstances exist, such as a Monday game. During the 15 minutes before 
practice during the week you must do the following: 

 

1. CHECK THE DAILY PRACTICE SCHEDULE 

You will find a daily practice schedule posted in the locker room and or the field. You need to familiarize yourself with this and gain 
an understanding of the day’s activities and your responsibilities.   

 

2. GET DRESSED 

The mandatory practice uniform consists of the following:  

A. baseball cap 

B. long sleeve undershirt 

C. practice jersey  

D. jacket* 

E. athletic cup and supporter 

F. black shorts 

G. gray baseball pants* 

H. socks  

I. baseball shoes 

J. BP top* 

 

You will be issued a locker if you do not already have one. Dress according to the weather with the above listed items only. If you 
believe it is warm enough for a sweatshirt, bring a jacket. If you believe it is warm enough for a T-shirt, bring a sweatshirt or sleeves.  
Pitchers must always have a jacket. NO EXCEPTIONS! Any other article of clothing is not part of the uniform and is not allowed. The 
before mentioned items that have an asterisk will be issued by the school. The remaining items can be purchased at a discounted 
rate. NO ONE is forced to purchase anything they do not want. If you have problems with regard to purchasing anything, please see 
a coach.   

 

3. STRETCH 

Stretching is vital. You cannot achieve your maximum potential without being properly stretched. A program will be designed for 
you to become properly stretched and we will stretch as a group. Stretching will be led by a member of the coaching staff to ensure 
that the proper amount of time is used to get your body ready.   

 

4. RUN 

A pre-practice running program will be provided daily on the practice schedule. A coach will lead this to make sure a proper job is 
done.   

 

5. THROW 

The practice schedule will also contain a daily warm-up for your arm. Play catch with someone at your position. Pitchers throw with 
pitchers or catchers. Middle infielders with each other etc... This is not a time to experiment with pitchers, motions, etc... It is a time 
to get loose and ready to go. Use a 4-seam grip.   
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FIELD MAINTENANCE 

The baseball facility at Lawrence Free State High School is your facility. Its condition is a direct reflection of you and the effort you 
put into it. You will be responsible for its upkeep and improvement and will be provided the equipment necessary to do the job. 
Have pride in your facility!  

GAME DAY 
The pre-game schedule will be posted in the locker room and or field. You are responsible for understanding your tasks with respect 
to the activities.   

 

UNIFORMS 

You will be issued a game uniform to wear. Nothing shall be worn except that which is issued to you from the coach. Wrist bands 
and batting gloves are optional and are your responsibility. If you purchase these items you must remember that they are for a pur-
pose. You are not on the team to make a fashion statement. Excessive wrist bands and or “flashy” batting gloves are not allowed. 
Jewelry is not acceptable by the rules of the game. Shoes should be shined and polished before every game.  Tucking your pants into 
your shoes or strapping your pants under your shoes is not allowed. 

 

TRAVEL 

On days that we travel the following guidelines will ensure a safe and enjoyable trip: 

1. Departure time is exact.  Departure time is when the head coach tells the driver to leave.  If you are not there, you do not go. 

2. There should be nothing but quiet conversation to and from games. Idle time should be used to ponder the job you have to do, or, 
reflect upon the job you have just done. 

3. Music devices are permitted and homework is encouraged. 

4. Other personal items should be left at home. If you bring them they are your responsibility. Coaches will not be responsible for 
your personal items. 

5. Food and drink shall not be allowed unless otherwise instructed. 

6. The bus/van should be left in a better, cleaner condition than it was found.  

7. If you travel with the team, you are to return with the team unless you leave with your parent or guardian and a written request is 
submitted per school policy. These requests should not be frequent and only for unusual circumstances. You will not be allowed to 
travel home with someone else’s parent or guardian. 
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2020 VARSITY BASEBALL SCHEDULE 

 

DAY  DATE  OPPONENT   LOCATION  TIME GAMES 

Friday  March 20 Sioux Falls Washington, SD. Free State  2:00      1 

Friday  March 20 Sioux Falls Roosevelt. SD.   Free State  4:00      1 

Saturday March 21 Sioux Falls Roosevelt, SD.  Free State  12:00      1 

Friday  March 27 Brandon Valley, SD.  Free State  3:00      1 

Saturday March 28 Columbine, Co .   Free State  2:00      1 

Tuesday  March 31 SM West   3&2 Ballpark  4:30      1 

Thursday April 2  SM North   3&2 Ballpark  4:30      1 

Tuesday  April 7  Olathe North   Free State  5:30             1 

Thursday April 9  SM Northwest   Free State  5:30      1 

Monday  April 13  Olathe Northwest  CBACN   7:00      1 

Thursday April 16  Warrensburg, Mo.   Hoglund Ballpark  3:45      1 

    River City Baseball Festival 

Friday  April 17  Lee’s Summit, Mo.   Free State  3:45      1 

    River City Baseball Festival 

Saturday April 18  Sioux Falls Lincoln, SD.   Hoglund Ballpark  11:15      1 

    River City Baseball Festival 

Tuesday  April 21  SM South   3&2 Ballapark  4:30      1 

Thursday April 23  Olathe West   Free State  5:30      1 

Friday  April 24  SM East    SM East High School 4:30      1 

Thursday April 30  Olathe South   Free State  5:30      1 

Tuesday  May 5  Olathe East   Free State  5:30      1 

Thursday May 7  Gardner-Edgerton  Gardner-Edgerton HS 5:30      1 

Tuesday  May 12  Lawrence   Hoglund Ballpark  7:00      1 

 

May 18-21 Regionals   TBA 

May 28-29 State    TBA  
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2020 JUNIOR VARSITY SCHEDULE 
 
DAY  DATE  OPPONENT   LOCATION  TIME GAMES 

 

Wednesday March 25 SM Northwest   Free State  4:15      2 

 

Monday  March 30 SM West   Free State  4:15      2 

 

Saturday April 4  Lawrence   Free State  3:00      1 

 

Monday  April 6  Olathe West   Free State  4:15      2 

 

Saturday April 11  Olathe South   Free State  12:00      2 

 

Tuesday  April 14  Gardner-Edgerton  Gardner-Edgerton 4:15      2 

 

Monday  April 20  SM East    Free State  4:15      2 

 

Monday  April 27  Olathe North   ODAC   4:15      2 

 

Saturday May 2  SM South   3&2 Ballpark  12:00      2 

 

Friday  May 8  Lawrence   LHS Ballpark  6:00      1 
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2020 Free State Green Baseball Schedule 

 

DAY  DATE  OPPONENT   LOCATION  TIME GAMES 

 

Wednesday March 25 SM Northwest   Free State  4:15      2 

 

Monday  March 30 SM West   Free State  4:15      2 

 

Saturday April 4  Lawrence   LHS Ballpark  3:00      1 

 

Monday  April 6  Olathe West   Free State  4:15      2 

 

Saturday April 11  Olathe South   Free State  12:00      2 

 

Monday  April 13  Gardner-Edgerton  Gardner-Edgerton 4:15      2 

 

Monday  April 20  SM East    SM East   3:30      2 

 

Thursday April 23  Olathe Northwest  Free State  3:30      2 

 

Monday  April 27  Olathe North   ODAC   4:15      2 

 

Saturday May 2  SM South   3&2 Ballpark  12:00      2 

 

Friday  May 8  Lawrence   Free State  6:00      1 
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2020 Free State Silver Baseball Schedule 

 

DAY  DATE  OPPONENT   LOCATION  TIME GAMES 

 

Tuesday  March 31 Blue Valley West   Free State    4:15      2 

 

Wednesday April 15  Leavenworth   Leavenworth    4:00      2 

 

Saturday April 25  SM East    SM East     12:00      2 

 

Wednesday April 29  Olathe West   Free State    4:15      2 

 

Friday  May 1  Lansing    Lansing Middle School   4:00      2 

 

Saturday May 2  Olathe East   ODAC N     10:00      2 

 

Thursday May 7  Olathe North   ODAC      4:25      2 
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LAWRENCE FREE STATE FIREBIRDS 
BASEBALL RECORDS 
 
OVERALL RECORD 
1998   8-13       .381%  
1999   16-6       .727% 
2000   6-14-1       .310% 
2001   5-16       .238% 
2002   8-13       .381% 
2003            18-4       .818% 
2004   21-4       .840% 
2005   18-4       .818% 
2006   22-3       .888% 
2007   16-5       .762% 
2008   19-3       .864% 
2009   17-5       .773% 
2010   19-6       .760% 
2011   16-6       .727% 
2012   8-13       .381% 
2013   18-4       .818% 
2014   13-9       .590% 
2015   21-4       .840% 
2016   20-5       .800% 
2017    15-7       .682% 
2018    16-7       .696% 
2019    21-4       .840% 
___________________________________ 
TOTAL     341-155-1       .683% 
 
SUNFLOWER LEAGUE   STATE PLAYOFFS  NON-LEAGUE FIREBIRD INVITATIONAL 
1998 6-10   1998 0-1  1998 2-2  
1999 13-3 (1st Place)  1999 1-1  1999 2-2  
2000 5-10-1   2000 0-1  2000 1-1 2000 0-2 
2001     4-12   2001 0-1  2001 0-1 2001 1-1 (2nd Place) 
2002 1-9   2002 0-1  2002 4-2  
2003 7-3 (1st Place)  2003    2-1  2003 4-0 
2004 10-1 (1st Place)  2004 4-1  2004 6-1 
2005          10-1 (1st Place)  2005 2-1  2005          6-2 
2006 9-2 (1st Place)  2006 5-0  2006 8-1 
2007 7-3 (2nd Place)  2007 1-1  2007 8-1 
2008 11-0 (1st Place)  2008 2-1  2008 6-2 
2009 10-1 (1st Place)  2009 1-1  2009 7-3 
2010 9-2 (2nd Place)  2010 3-2  2010 10-4 
2011 7-4 (4th Place)  2011 1-1  2011 8-1 
2012 4-7 (7th Place)  2012 0-1  2012 4-5 
2013 11-0 (1st Place)  2013 1-1  2013 6-3 
2014 6-5 (3rd Place tie)  2014 1-1  2014 6-3 
2015 8-3 (4th Place)  2015 5-0  2015 13-1 
2016 7-4 (4th Place)  2016 4-1  2016 13-1 
2017  7-4 (3rd Place)   2017 1-1  2017 8-3 
2018  8-5 (3rd Place)  2018 3-1  2018 8-2 
2019  10-1 (1st Place)  2019 4-1  2019 7-2 
 __________________  ____________  ______________                  _______________ 
TOTAL 170-90-1 .653%  TOTAL 40-20. 667% TOTAL 137-42.765%       TOTAL  1-3 
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CLAREMORE, OK   RIVER CITY FESTIVAL 
2001 0-1 
2002 2-0   2002 1-1 
2003 2-0   2003 3-0 
2004 1-1   2004 1-0 
2005 1-1   2005 3-0 
2006 2-0   2006 2-1 
2007 1-1   2007 2-1 
2008 2-0   2008 2-1 
2009 Rained Out  2009 2-1 
2010 1-1   2010 3-0 
2011 2-0   2011 2-0 
    2012 3-0 
    2013 2-1 
    2014 2-1 
    2015 2-1 
    2016 3-0 
    2017 3-0 
    2018 3-0 
    2019 3-0 
____________   ____________ 
TOTAL 14-5 .737%  TOTAL 42-8 .840% 
 
RUNS FOR   RUNS AGAINST 
 
1998 114   1998 135 
1999 147   1999   95 
2000 116   2000 151 
2001 113   2001 225 
2002 122   2002 177 
2003 173   2003   82 
2004 241   2004   89 
2005 185   2005   74 
2006 238   2006   47 
2007 188   2007   73 
2008 191   2008   86 
2009 107   2009   50 
2010 164   2010   73 
2011 159   2011   94 
2012   59   2012 100  
2013 137   2013   62 
2014 134   2014   94 
2015 138   2015   61 
2016 116   2016   42 
2017  144   2017   60 
2018  141   2018   111 
2019  126   2019   47 
____________   _____________ 
TOTAL 3253   TOTAL 2028 
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OFFICIAL AT BATS   RUNS    HITS  
1998 Toby Leach 76 1998 Toby Leach 23 1998 Toby Leach 31 
1999 Bix Ellenbecker 70 1999 Matt Maigaard 22 1999 Matt Maigaard 28  
2000 John Swenson 69 2000 Cooper Chapin 21 2000 Cooper Chapin 22 
2001 Matt Berner 62 2001 Jake Coffman 19 2001 Matt Berner 25 
2002 Several  66 2002 Kyle Unruh 17 2002 Kyle Unruh 24 
2003 Matt Berner 81 2003 Robby Price 33 2003 Robby Price 38 
2004 Brett Lisher 92 2004 Ryne Price  41 2004 Robby Price 37 
2005 Several  68 2005 Robby Price 40 2005 Robby Price 33 
2006 Lorenzo Ricketts 81 2006 Robby Price 41 2006 Robby Price 40 
2007 John Wilson 67 2007 Andy Petz  25 2007 John Wilson 29 
2008 Adam Rock 79 2008 Jordan Dreiling 30 2008 John Wilson 31 
2009 Ryan Scott 66  2009 Connor Stremel 17 2009 Cody Kukuk 27 
2010 Nick Hassig 87 2010 Connor Stremel 24 2010 Tim Lewis 30 
2011 Preston Schenck 78 2011 Colin Toalson 29 2011 Colin Toalson 32 
     Cody Kukuk 29  Cody Kukuk 32 
2012 Joe Dineen  75 2012 Anthony Miele  8 2012 Joe Dineen 21 
     Tim Turner  8 
2013 Joe Dineen 72 2013 Joe Dineen 20 2013 Jacob Caldwell 23 
 Jacob Caldwell 72 
2014 Cameron Pope 80 2014 Zach Bickling 21 2014 Cameron Pope 26 
2015 Zion Bowlin 85 2015 Joel Spain  27 2015 Joel Spain  29 
2016 Hunter Gudde 78 2016 Mikey Corbett 23 2016 Zion Bowlin 28 
2017  Zion Bowlin 76 2017 Daniel Bryant 24 2017 Zion Bowlin 35 

2018  Jake Rittman 77 2018 Parker Gay 20 2018 Kyle Abrahamson 29 

2019  Creighton Cordova 76 2019 Creighton Cordova 22 2019 Jake Baker  21 

 Jack Kallenberger 76 

DOUBLES    TRIPLES    HOME RUNS 
1998 Bix Ellenbecker 12 1998 Matt Maigaard 2 1998 Matt Maigaard 1 
1999 Cooper Chapin   6 1999 Matt Maigaard 4 1999 Nate Vail  3 
2000 Jimmy Hahn   7 2000 Several   1 2000 Nate Vail  2 
2001 Brad Pohl    5 2001 Several    2 2001 Several   1 
2002 Kyle Unruh   7 2002 David Allen 2 2002 Matt Berner 2 

David Arndt   7 
2003 Ryne Price  10 2003 Ryne Price  5 2003 Ryne Price  4 
2004 Ryne Price    7 2004 Ryne Price  5 2004 Ryne Price  8 
2005 Robby Price   9 2005 Brett Lisher 4 2005 Jake Hoover 2 
         Andy Petz  2 
2006 Robby Price  12 2006 Robby Price  4 2006 Scott Heitshusen  6 
 Brett Lisher 12 2007 Jordan Dreiling  4 2007 Kyle Cross  3 
2007 several  8 
2008 John Wilson 13 2008 Adam Rock 3 2008 Several   2 
2009 Connor Stremel 5 2009 Connor Stremel 3 2009 Cody Kukuk 2 
2010 Cody Kukuk 7 2010 Cody Kukuk 3 2010 Cody Kukuk 8 
     Tim Lewis 3 
2011 Colin Toalson 8 2011 Cody Kukuk 3 2011 Colin Toalson 5 
     Tim Lewis 3  
2012 JD Prochaska 5 2012 Joe Dineen 1 2012 Joe Dineen 1 
 Montana Samuels 5  Cameron Pope 1  Tim Turner 1 
2013 Cameron Pope 8 2013 Jacob Caldwell 7 2013 Joe Dineen 3 
2014 Zach Bickling 7 2014 Cameron Pope 5 2014 Zach Bickling 3 
2015 Jon Saathoff 8 2015 Zion Bowlin 4 2015 none  0 
2016 Zion Bowlin 5 2016 Several  1 2016 none  0 
2017  Nate Strathman 7 2017 Dale Miller 4 2017 Dale Miller 2 

2018  Jake Baker  7 2018 Kyle Abrahamson 2 2018 Several  1 

2019  Jack Kallenberger 5 2019 Jack Kallenberger 2 2019 Jack Kallenberger 2 

TOTAL BASES   WALKS      
1998 Matt Maigaard 41 1998 Cooper Chapin 11  
1999 Matt Maigaard 45 1999 Cooper Chapin 16  
2000 Cooper Chapin 28 2000 Cooper Chapin 13  

   Nate Vail  13  
2001 Matt Berner 31 2001 Chris Barr  11  
2002 Matt Berner 32 2002 Chris Barr  12  
2003 Ryne Price  66 2003 Chris Coleman 15  
2004 Ryne Price  72 2004 Ryne Price  32   
2005 Jake Hoover 51 2005 Robby Price 20  
2006 Robby Price 60 2006 Scott Heitshusen 23 
2007 John Wilson 45 2007 Andy Petz  21 
2008 John Wilson 52 2008 Jordan Dreiling 13 
2009 Cody Kukuk 39 2009 Connor Stremel 10 
2010 Cody Kukuk 65 2010 Cody Kukuk 18 
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TOTAL BASES   WALKS 
 
2011 Colin Toalson 57 2011 Cody Kukuk 21 
2012 Joe Dineen 27 2012 Lee McMahon  9 
2013 Jacob Caldwell 45 2013 Cameron Pope 15 
2014 Cameron Pope 42 2014 Cooper Karlin 15 
2015 Several  31 2015 Cooper Karlin 18 
2016 Zion Bowlin 35 2016 Mikey Corbett 18 
2017  Zion Bowlin 49 2017 Jake Baker  18 

2018  Kyle Abrahamson 39 2018 Colter Maldonado 16 

2019  Jack Kallenberger 35 2019 Jake Baker  23 

 
SACRIFICE BUNTS   SACRIFICE FLYS    STOLEN BASES 
1998 Several  2 1998 Cooper Chapin 2 1998 Matt Maigaard 4 

Matt Heider 4 
1999 Shaun Flynn 3 1999 Cooper Chapin 3 1999 Matt Maigaard 6 
2000 John Swenson 2 2000 Skip Skahan 2 2000 Cooper Chapin 5 
2001 Several  1 2001 Several  1 2001 Matt Berner 1 
2002 David Allen 1 2002 Jeremiah Gress 3 2002 David Allen 6 
 David Arndt 1  Matt Lane  3 
2003 Robby Price 3 2003 Matt Berner 3 2003 Ryne Price  8 
 David Allen 3  Chris Coleman 3 2004          Ryne Price  14 
2005 Anthony Dreiling 3 2005 Andy Petz  3 2005 Robby Price 17 
2006 Travis Ice  5 2006 Travis Ice  5 2006 Robby Price 19 
     Brett Lisher 5 
2007 Alex Hardman 2 2007 Alex Hardman 5 2007 Adam Rock 9 
2008 Several  1 2008 Several  4 2008 Adam Rock  21 
2009 Preston Schenck 5 2009 Several  1 2009 Connor Stremel 6 
2010 Several  2 2010 Cory Delg  2 2010 Connor Stremel 11 
     Adam Petz 2 
2011 Several  2 2011 Several  2 2011 Joe Dineen 7 
2012 Joe Dineen 3 2012 Montana Samuels 1 2012 Joe Dineen 3 
2013 Anthony Miele 3 2013 Jacob Caldwell 2 2013 Joe Dineen 6 
         Joel Spain  6 
2014 Jacob Pavlyak 3 2014 Ty Walmsley 2 2014 Joel Spain  5 
         Hunter Gudde 5 
2015 Several  2 2015 Marcileno Cortez 3 2015 Joel Spain  22 
2016  Several  3 2016 Kyle Abrahamson 2 2016 Jacob Pavlyak 6 
2017  Matt Hill  2 2017 Kyle Abrahamson 1 2017 Daniel Bryant 4 
2018  Several  2 2018 Several   1 2018 Peyton Sparks 5 
2019  Mitchell Clark 4 2019 Peyton Sparks 3 2019 Mitchell Clark 7 
 
RUNS BATTED IN   ON BASE PERCENTAGE  SLUGGING PERCENTAGE  
1998 Matt Maigaard 21 1998 Toby Leach .458 1998 Bix Ellenbecker .606  
1999 Matt Maigaard 22 1999 Matt Maigaard .531 1999 Matt Maigaard .682  

Nate Vail  22  
2000 Nate Vail  15 2000 Cooper Chapin .486 2000 Cooper Chapin .467 
2001 Justen Carlsten 14 2001 Jake Coffman .486 2001 Matt Berner .500 
2002 Kyle Unruh 17 2002 Cassidy Thompson .464 2002 Cassidy Thompson .483 
2003 Ryne Price  39 2003 Robby Price .551 2003 Ryne Price  .930  
2004 Ryne Price  33 2004 Ryne Price  .676 2004 Ryne Price  1.108 
2005 Jake Hoover 32 2005 Robby Price .593 2005 Robby Price .721 
2006 Brett Lisher 38 2006 Robby Price .642 2006 Scott Heithshusen .841 
2007 Kyle Cross  27 2007 Adam Rock .621 2007 Andy Petz  .707 
2008 John Wilson 27 2008 John Wilson .598 2008 John Wilson .743 
2009 Cody Kukuk 14 2009 Cody Kukuk .493 2009 Cody Kukuk .609 
2010 Cody Kukuk 35 2010 Colin Toalson .494 2010 Cody Kukuk .823 
2011 Cody Kukuk 22 2011 Montana Samuels .619 2011 Colin Toalson .792 
 Montana Samuels 22 2012 Anthony Miele .357 2012 Joe Dineen .360 
2012 Montana Samuels 11 
2013 Jacob Caldwell 16 2013 Cameron Pope .449 2013 Jacob Caldwell .569 
2014 Cameron Pope 21 2014 Casey Hearnen .482 2014 Zach Bickling .591  
2015 Hunter Gudde 22 2015 Joel Spain  .500 2015 Hunter Gudde .456 
2016  Zion Bowlin 18 2016 Mikey Corbett .516 2016 Zion Bowlin  .455 
2017  Zion Bowlin 24 2017 Nate Strathman .513 2017 Zion Bowlin .645 
2018  Jake Baker  20 2018 Quinton Graham .537 2018 Kyle Abrahamson .600 
2019  Peyton Sparks 23 2019 Jake Baker  .495 2019 Jack Kallenberger .461 
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BATTING AVERAGE (minimum 20 at bats) 
1998 Toby Leach .408 
1999 Matt Maigaard .424 
2000 Cooper Chapin .367 
2001 Matt Berner .403 
2002 Cassidy Thompson .379 
2003 Robby Price .487 
2004 Ryne Price . .477 
2005 Robby Price .485 
2006 Robby Price .513 
2007 John Wilson .433 
2008 Cody Kukuk .448 
2009 Cody Kukuk .422 
2010 Cody Kukuk .354 
2011 Cody Kukuk .478 
2012 Anthony Miele .297 
2013 Jacob Caldwell .319 
2014 Cameron Pope .325 
2015 Joel Spain  .392 
2016  Zion Bowlin .364 
2017  Zion Bowlin .461  
2018  Quinton Graham .486 
2019  Peyton Sparks .317 
 
 
OFFENSE 
CAREER HIGHS (minimum 20 AB) 
GAMES 
Robby Price 94 2003-2006 
AT BATS 
Robby Price 310 2003-2006 
RUNS 
Robby Price 147 2003-2006 
HITS 
Robby Price 148 2003-2006 
DOUBLES 
Robby Price 31 2003-2006 
TRIPLES 
Robby Price 11 2003-2006 
HOME RUNS 
Ryne Price  12 2003-2004 
Cody Kukuk  12 2008-2011 
TOTAL BASES 
Robby Price  198 2003-2006 
WALKS 
Robby Price  69 2003-2006 
SACRIFICE BUNTS 
Anthony Dreiling 8 2004-2005 
SACRIFICE FLYS 
Scott Heitshusen 7 2004-2006 
STOLEN BASES 
Robby Price  46 2003-2006 
RUNS BATTED IN 
Cody Kukuk  88 2008-2011 
ON BASE PERCENTAGE 
Robby Price .616  2003-2006 
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE 
Ryne Price  1.109 2003-2004 

BATTING AVERAGE 
Ryne Price  .478 2003-2004 
 
PITCHING 
SEASON HIGHS (minimum 15 innings) 
 
GAMES    INNINGS PITCHED   
1998 Brandon Johnson 10 1998 Brandon Johnson 40.1  
1999 Brett  Bogard  9 1999 Brett Bogard 48.2  
 Brandon Johnson  9  
2000 Brandon Johnson 12 2000 Brandon Johnson 67.1  
2001 Eric Peterson 10 2001 Eric Peterson 55.1  
2002 Eric Peterson 10 2002 Eric Peterson 61.1  
2003 Matt Lane  12 2003 Matt Lane  71.2  
2004 Jake Hoover 16 2004 Max Ellenbecker 49.1  
2005 Max Ellenbecker 10 2005 Max Ellenbecker 45.2  
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GAMES    INNINGS PITCHED 
2006 Scott Heithsusen 16 2006 Travis Blankenship 54.0 
2007 E.J. Swanson  13 2007 Caleb Gress 40.0  
2008 Ryan Scott  14 2008 Caleb Gress 51.0 
2009 Ryan Scott  15 2009 Ryan Scott  52.2 
2010 Colin Toalson 17 2010 Cody Kukuk 53.1 
2011 Colin Toalson 15 2011 Cody Kukuk 53.1 
2012 Sam Hearnen 15 2012 J.D. Prochaska 48.2 
2013 Sam Hearnen 11 2013 Dane McCullough 56.0 
2014 Casey Hearnen 16 2014 Ryan Stagg 58.2 
2015 Casey Hearnen 16 2015 Hunter Gudde 60.0 
2016 Hunter Gudde 16 2016 Trevor Munsch 57.0 
2017  Nate Strathman 13 2017 Dale Miller 52.0 

2018  David Stuart 16 2018 David Stuart 51.2 

2019  Ethan Bradford 14 2019 Ethan Bradford 62.0 

WINS    STRIKE OUTS   SAVES 
1998 Matt Hicks  3 1998 Matt Hicks  23 1998 Brandon Johnson 1 
1999 Bret Bogard 6 1999 Bret Bogard 53 1999 Brandon Johnson 1 
2000 Brandon Johnson 4 2000 Brandon Johnson 48 2000 Eric Peterson 1 
         Nate Vail  1  
2001 Eric Peterson 3 2001 Eric Peterson 71 2001 none    
2002 Eric Peterson 5 2002 Jake Hoover 73 2002 Jake Hoover 1 
         Eric Peterson 1 
2003 Matt Lane  8 2003 Matt Lane  61 2003 Ryne Price 1 
2004 Jake Hoover 6 2004 Max Ellenbecker 52 2004 Jake Hoover 2 
         Travis Blankenship 2 
2005 Jake Hoover 6 2005 Jake Hoover 57 2005 Jake Hoover 2 
 Max Ellenbecker 6  
2006 Travis Blankenship 7 2006 Robby Price 60 2006 Scott Heitshusen 4 
2007 Cody Lown 6 2007 Caleb Gress 45 2007 E.J. Swanson 6  
2008 Caleb Gress 6 2008 Caleb Gress 60 2008 Ryan Scott 3 
2009 Ryan Scott  7 2009 Ryan Scott  61 2009 Ryan Scott 4 
2010 Cody Kukuk 9 2010 Cody Kukuk 88 2010 Colin Toalson 5 
2011 Cody Kukuk 7 2011 Cody Kukuk 103 2011 Colin Toalson 3 
2012 Sam Hearnen 4 2012 J.D. Prochaska 54 2012 Sam Hearnen 1 
2013 Dane McCullough 7 2013 Dane McCullough 48 2013 Sam Hearnen 1   
         Jacob Caldwell 1 
2014 Ryan Stagg 4 2014 Casey Hearnen 38 2014 Casey Hearnen 5 
 Casey Hearnen 4 
2015 Hunter Gudde 10 2015 Casey Hearnen 41 2015 Casey Hearnen 9 
2016 Hunter Gudde 7 2016 Aaron Funk 64 2016 Hunter Gudde 5 
2017  Dale Miller 7 2017 Aaron Funk 60 2017 Nate Strathman 2 

2018  Ethan Bradford 8 2018 David Stuart 44 2018 Jake Zenger 2 

2019  Ethan Bradford 7 2019 Ethan Bradford 81 2019 Cam Karlin  2/David Stuart  2  
  

SHUTOUTS   EARNED RUN AVERAGE 
1998 none   1998 Brandon Johnson 3.30 
1999 Bret Bogard 1 1999 Bret Bogard 1.48 

Brandon Johnson 1 
2000 Brandon Johnson 1 2000 Brandon Johnson 3.33 
2001 none   2001 Eric Peterson 5.44 
2002 Eric Peterson 1 2002 Eric Peterson 3.65 
2003 Matt Lane 1  2003 Matt Lane 2.54 
2004 Max Ellenbecker 2 2004 Max Ellenbecker 2.55 
2005 Max Ellenbecker 1 2005 Jake Hoover 1.35 
 Jake Hoover 1 2006 Travis Blankenship 0.65 
2006 Travis Blankenship 3 2007 E.J. Swanson  2.23 
2007 none   
2008 none   2008 Kelson Boyer 2.39 
2009 none   2009 Cody Kukuk 0.96 
2010 Cody Kukuk 2 2010 Coldy Kukuk 0.92 
2011 Cody Kukuk 1 2011 Colin Toalson 2.17 
2012 J.D. Prochaska 1 2012 Ryan Cantrell 1.74 
2013 Dane McCullough 3 2013 Ryan Cantrell 0.91 
 Ryan Cantrell 1 
2014 Staff  1 2014 Ryan Cantrell 1.69 
2015 Staff  6 2015 Hunter Gudde 0.82 
2016  Hunter Gudde 3 2016 Hunter Guddle 0.37 
2017  Aaron Funk 1 2017 Aaron Funk 1.90 
2018  Jake Baker  1 2018 David Stuart 2.30 
2019  Ethan Bradford 2 2019 Ethan Bradford .057 
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PITCHING 
CAREER HIGHS (minimum 20 innings) 
 
GAMES 
Cody Kukuk 43 2008-2011  
 
INNINGS PITCHED 
Cody Kukuk 147 2008-2011 
 
STRIKE OUTS 
Cody Kukuk 246 2008-2011 
 
WINS 
Cody Kukuk 21 2008-2011 
 
SAVES 
Casey Hearnen 14 2014-2015 
 
SHUTOUTS 
Hunter Gudde 4 2015-2016 
 
SHUTOUTS 
Hunter Gudde 4 2015-2016 
 
EARNED RUN AVERAGE 
Hunter Gudde 0.607 2015-2016 
 
FIELDING 
SEASON HIGHS (minimum 20 chances) 
CHANCES    PUT OUTS   ASSISTS 
1998 Cooper Chapin   97 1998 Nate Vail    81 1998 Jim Lewis  48 
1999 Nate Vail  143 1999 Nate Vail  128 1999 Cooper Chapin 37 
2000 Nate Vail  171 2000 Nate Vail  147 2000 Cooper Chapin 60 
2001 Matt Berner   68 2001 Jake Neu    38 2001 Matt Berner 28 
2002 Cassidy Thompson 108 2002 Cassidy Thompson   97 2002 Matt Berner 54 
2003 Matt Lane      96 2003 Matt Lane      70 2003  Matt Berner 54 
2004 Keaton Mishler 158 2004 Keaton Mishler 149 2004 Robby Price 57 
2005 Lorenzo Ricketts 130 2005 Lorenzo Ricketts 120 2005 Robby Price 52 
2006 Lorenzo Ricketts 154 2006 Andy Petz  158 2006 Robby Price 47 
2007 Ben Wilson 125 2007 Ben Wilson 121 2007 Jordan Dreiling 39 
2008 Tyler Hatesohl 117 2008 Tyler Hatesohl 113 2008 Jordan Dreiling 43 
2009 Cody Kukuk 101 2009 Cody Kukuk 84 2009 Colin Toalson 50 
2010 Michael Lisher 135 2010 Michael Lisher 130 2010 Colin Toalson 51 
2011 Montana Samuels 118 2011 Montana Samuels 111 2011 Colin Toalson 33 
2012 Montana Samuels 189 2012 Montana Samuels 182 2012 Anthony Miele 51 
2013 Jacob Caldwell 167 2013 Jacob Caldwell 153 2013 Anthony Miele 59 
2014 Cameron Pope 204 2014 Cameron Pope 184 2014 Cpper Karlin 61 
2015 Marcileno Cortez 243 2015 Marcileno Cortez 224 2015 Mikey Corbett 68 
2016  Jaden Moore 202 2016 Jaden Moore 185 2016 Mikey Corbett 56 
2017  Dale Miller 142 2017 Jaden Moore 118 2017 Zion Bowlin 42 
2018  Parker Gay 165 2018 Parker Gay 146 2018 Jake Rittman 53 
2019  Jake Baker  218 2019 Jake Baker  205 2019 Creighton Cordova 54  
 
CAUGHT STEALING   CAUGHT STEALING AVERAGE 
1998 Bix Ellenbecker 6 1998 Bix Ellenbecker .250 
1999 Bix Ellenbecker 8 1999 Bix Ellenbecker .296 
2000 John Swenson 12 2000 John Swenson .480 
2001 Chris Coleman 5 2001 Chris Coleman .179 
2002 Chris Coleman 2 2002 Jeremiah Gress .300 
2003 Ryne Price  5 2003 Ryne Price  .333 
2004 Ryne Price  3 2004 Ryne Price  .500 
2005 Andy Petz  4 2005 Andy Petz  .250 
2006 Andy Petz  9 2006 Andy Petz  .450 
2007 Andy Petz  3 2007 Andy Petz  .231 
2008 EJ Swanson 2 2008 EJ Swanson .286 
2009 Adam Petz  3 2009 Adam Petz  .214 
2010 Adam Petz  7 2010 Adam Petz  .219 
2011 Lee McMahon 5 2011 Lee McMahon .167 
2012 Lee McMahon 15 2012 Lee McMahon .417 
2013 Lee McMahon 10 2013 Lee McMahon .583 
2014 Ty Walmsley 7 2014 Ty Walmsley .360 
2015 Jon Saathoff 2 2015 Jon Saathoff .273 
2016 Jaden Moore 6 2016 Jaden Moore .200 
2017  Jaden Moore 4 2017 Jaden Moore .190 
2018  Cam Karlin  9 2018 Cam Karlin  .196 
2019  Cam Karlin  9 2019 Cam Karlin  .357 
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FIELDING AVERAGE 
1998 Brian Erb  1.000 
1999 Nate Vail    .979 
2000 Brian Erb  1.000 
2001 Matt Lane      .972 
2002 Tyler Blankenship   .967 
2003 Kyle Unruh   .982 
2004 Keaton Mishler   .968 
2005 Lorenzo Ricketts   .985 
2006 Brett Lisher 1.000 
2007 Ben Wilson 1.000 
 Adam Rock 1.000 
2008 Adam Rock  1.000 
2009 Michael Lisher 1.000 
 Connor Stremel 1.000 
2010 Connor Stremel 1.000 
2011 Montana Samuels .975 
2012 Montana Samuels .995 
2013 Jacob Caldwell 1.000 
 Joe Dineen 1.000 
2014 Joel Spain  1.000 
 Jacob Pavlyak 1.000 
2015 Jacob Pavlyak 1.000 
 Jon Saathoff 1.000 
2016 Hunter Gudde 1.000 

Matt Hill  1.000 
 Jaden Moore 1.000 
2017 Daniel Bryant 1.000 
 Kyle Abrahamson 1.000 
2018  Jaxson Webb 1.000 
2019  Jake Baker  .982 
 
FIELDING 
CAREER HIGHS (minimum 20 chances) 
CHANCES 
Nate Vail  410 1998-2000 
PUT OUTS 
Nate Vail  356 1998-2000 
ASSISTS 
Robby Price 197 2003-2006 
DOUBLE PLAYS 
Robby Price 31 2003-2006 
CAUGHT STEALING 
Lee McMahon 20 2011-Present 
CAUGHT STEALING AVERAGE 
John Swenson .428 1998-2000 
FIELDING AVERAGE 
Catcher:  John Saathoff 1.000 2014-2015 
1st Baseman: Michael Lisher 0.999 2009-2010 
Infielder:  Tyler Hatesohl 0.985 2008-2009 
Outfielder : Adam Rock 1.000 2007-2008 
 
SINGLE GAME HIGHS 
OFFENSE 
RUNS SCORED  5  Robby Price 2006 KC Washington 
HITS   5  Jeremiah Gress 2002 KC Washington     
2B   4  Chris Coleman 2003 Olathe North       
3B   2  Nate Vail   1999 Topeka High 
     Jacob Caldwell 2013 KC Wyandotte 
HR   3  Cody Kukuk 2010 Rogers Heritage, Ark.  
BB   4  Chris Barr  2002 KC Washington 
   4  Joel Spain  2015 BV North 
SB   4  Joel Spain  2015 Lawrence    
RBI   10  Kyle Cross  2007 KC Washington 
   10  Cody Kukuk 2010 Rogers Heritage, Ark 
PITCHING 
Innings Pitched  9  Eric Peterson 2001 Shawnee Mission North 
K’s   14  Matt Hicks  1998 Shawnee Mission East 
   14  Eric Peterson 2001 Shawnee Mission North 
Shutouts     Several 
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          Lettermen 

 The following student-athletes are varsity letter winners during their careers. 

Abrahamson, Kyle 2016-2018  Ellenbecker, Bix 1998-1999 
Adams, Nick 1999  Ellenbecker, Max 2003-2005 

Allen, David 2001-2003  Emerson, Adam 2007 

Anderson, Chris 2016-2017  Emerson, Hayden 2009-2010 

Anderson, Eric 2010  Erb, Brian 1998-2000 

Arndt, David 2001-2003  Ertmer, Matt 2005 

Ayre, Nick 2005-2006  Fellers, John 2013 

Baker, Jake 2017-2019  Fish, Briggs 2014 

Barr, Chris 2002  Flynn, Jackson 2015-2017 

Beasley, Britt 2005  Flynn, Shaun 1998-1999 

Bennett, Jarod 2017  Fritzel, Campbell 2011 

Berner, Matt 2000-2003  Fritzel, Kendall 2016 

Bickling, Zach 2012-2014  Funk, Aaron 2015-2017 

Bieker, Ben 2002  Garber, Tristan 2012-2013 

Bowlin, Zion 2015-2017  Gay, Parker 2017-2018 

Blankenship, Travis 2003-2006  Gonzales, Owen 2018 

Blankenship, Tyler 2002-2004  Graham, Quinton 2018 

Blevins, Bo 1999-2000  Gress, Caleb 2006-2007 

Bogard, Brett 1998-1999  Gress, Jeremiah 2000-2002 

Bradford, Drew 2019  Gudde, Hunter 2014-2015 

Bradford, Ethan 2018-2019  Habiger, Peyton 2016-2017 

Bryant, Daniel 2015-2017  Hack, Hudson 2019 

Burenheide, Cole 2019  Hahn, Jimmy 1999-2000 

Burman, Nate 2002  Hardman, Alex 2007 

Burrichter, Josh 2017  Hassig, Nick 2008-2010 

Caldwell, Jacob 2011-2013  Hatesohl, Tyler 2008-2009 

Cantrell, Drew 2017  Hearnen, Casey 2013-2015 

Cantrell, Ryan 2012-2014  Hearnen, Sam 2012-2013 

Carlsten, Justin 2000-2001  Heider, Matt 1998-1999 

Case, Peyton 2019  Heider, Stephanie 2002 

Chapin, Cooper 1998-2000  Heitshusen, Scott 2004-2006 

Clark, Mitchell 2018-2019  Hicks, Aaron 2001 

Coffman, Jake 2000-2001  Hicks, Matt 1998-1999 

Coleman, Chris 2001-2003  Hill, Ellie 2018-2019 

Collicott, Bradley 2016  Hill, Matt 2015-2017 

Cooper, Cory 2004-2005  Holiday, Jacob 2015 

Corbett, Mikey 2014  Holladay, Austin 2009 

Cordova, Creighton 2018-2019  Hoover, Jake 2002-2005 

Cortez, Marcileno 2014  Hughes, Harrison 2018 

Cross, Kyle 2005-2007  Hughes, Spencer 2018-2019 

Davis, Greg 2010  Ice, Travis 2005-2006 

Delg, Cory 2009-2010  Johnson, Brandon 1998-2000 

Dickson, Blake 2003  Johnson, David 2017 

Dineen, Joe 2011-2013  Johnson, Trent 2011-2012 

Dreiling, Anthony 2003-2005  Kaberline, T.J. 1999 

Dreiling, Jordan 2006-2007  Kallenberger, Jack 2018-2019 

Eddis, Joey 2018-2019  Karask, P.J. 2005 

   Karlin, Cameron 2018-2019 
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 Karlin, Cooper 2013-2015  Ricketts, Lorenzo 2004-2006 

Kastl, Nick 2000  Rittman, Jake 2017-2018 

Kealikini, Keawe 1998  Rock, Adam 2007-2008 

Kufhal, Daniel 2019  Saathoff, Jon 2012-2015 

Kukuk, Cody 2008-2011  Samuels, Montana 2011-2012 

Lane, Matt 2001-2003  Sanderson, Josh 2004 

Larabee, Bobby 2005  Sanders, Zach 2017 

Leach, Toby 1998  Scheib, Hunter 2006-2008 

Lewis, Jim 1998-2000  Schenck, Preston 2009-2011 

Lewis, Tim 2010-2011  Schmidt, Collin 2002 

Lisher, Brett 2004-2006  Schmidt, Kris 2000 

Lisher, Michael 2009-2010  Schneider, Bo 2009-2010 

Lown, Cody 2006-2007  Scott, Ryan 2007-2010 

Maigaard, Matt 1998-1999  Sneegas, Jason 2007 

Maldonado, Colter 2018-2019  Sneegas, John 2005-2006 

Maynard, John 2001-2003  Spain, Joel 2012-2015 

McCullough, Dane 2011 and 2013  Sparks, Peyton 2018-2019 

McMahon, Lee 2011-2013  Spurling, Travis 2007 

Metzler, Paul 2004  Stagg, Ryan 2014 

Miele, Anthony 2011-2013  Strathman, Nate 2016-2017 

Miller, Bo 2016-2017  Stremel, Connor 2009-2010 

Miller, Dale 2016-2017  Stuart, David 2018-2019 

Mishler, Keaton 2003-2004  Swanson, E.J. 2009-2010 

Moore, Jaden 2015-2016  Swenson, John 2006-2007 

Moore, Jarid 2002-2003  Swenson, Josh 1998-2000 

Moreno, Josh 2004  Thompson, Cassidy 2001 

Munsch, Trevor 2014-2016  Thompson, Rafferty 2001-2002 

Neu, Jake 2001  Thomsen, Sloan 2017 

Oller, Cody 2009-2010  Thornton, Zach 2019 

Oswald, Tommy 2012-2013  Thrasher, Clint 2007 

O'Toole, Brian 2007  Tietjen, Parker 2014-2016 

Ousdahl, Mike 1998  Toalson, Colin 2015 

Pavlyak, Jacob 2014-2017  Turner, Tim 2009-2011 

Pendry, Matt 2015  Unruh, Kyle 2011-2012 

Perry, Dylan 2011  Uhler, Michael 2019 

Peterson, Eric 2000-2002  Vail, Nate 2001-2003 

Petz, Adam 2009-2010  Wagner, Rob 1998-2000 

Petz, Andy 2004-2007  Walmsley, Ty 2009-2010 

Phillips, Colin 2011  Walthall, Justin 2012-2014 

Pohl, Brad 2001  Williamson, Josh 2011 

Pope, Cameron 2012-2014  Webb, Jaxson 2018-2019 

Price, Robby 2003-2006  Wilson, Ben 2000 

Price, Ryne 2003-2004  Wilson, John 2005-2007 

Pringle, Sean 2004  Witmer, Brad 2006-2007 

Prochaska, JD 2010-2012  Wood, Joey 2019 

Puckett, Zach 2003  Wright, Tripp 2007 

   Yessen, Emily 2013-2015 

   Zenger, Jake 2018-2019 
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College Signees 
 

The following student-athletes continued their baseball careers at the college level. 
 

1998  Toby Leach   Baker University 
1999  Bret Bogard   Johnson Co. Community College 
1999  Bix Ellenbecker   Baker University 
1999  Matt Hicks   Arkansas State University 
1999  T.J. Kaberline   Highland Community College 
1999  Matt Maigaard   Lason, Ca. Community College 
      Johnson Co. Community College 
2000  Cooper Chapin   Dartmouth University 
 
2000  Brandon Johnson   Hutchinson Community College 
      University of Kansas 
2001  Josh Swenson   Coffeyville Community College 
 
2001  Josh Swenson   Coffeyville Community College 
2002  Jeremiah Gress   Baker University 
2002  Eric Peterson   University of Kansas 
      Johnson County Community College 
      Pittsburg State University 
2002  Cassidy Thompson  Baker University 
2003  Berner, Matt   University of Kansas 
2003  Coleman, Chris   Ottawa University 
      Washburn University 
2003  Dickson, Blake   Cowley County Community College 
      Centenary University 
2003  Matt Lane   University of Kansas 
2004  Tyler Blankenship   Washburn University 
2004  Paul Metzler   University of Redlands 
2004  Ryne Price   University of Kansas 
2005  Cory Cooper   Allen County Community College 
2005  Anthony Dreiling   Barton County Community College 
      Emporia State University 
2005  Max Ellenbecker   University of Kansas 
2005  Jake Hoover   Neosho County Community College 
      Dayton University 
2006  Nick Ayre   Johnson County Community College 
2006  Travis Blankenship  Johnson County Community College 
      University of Kansas 
2006  Heitshusen, Scott   Hutchison County Community College 
      Michigan State University 
      University of Kansas 
2006  Travis Ice   Allen County Community College  
      Washburn University  
2006  Brett Lisher   Allen County Community College 
      University of Kansas 
2006  Robby Price   University of Kansas 
2006  Lorenzo Ricketts   Butler County Community College 
2006  John Sneegas   Highland County Community College 
      Western Illinois University 
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2007  Kyle Cross   Highland County Community College 
2007  Andy Petz   Cowley County Community College 
      Washburn University 
2007  Ben Wilson   Garden City Community College 
      Washburn University 
2008  Kelson Boyer   University of Kansas 
      Fort Scott Community College 
      Arkansas Little-Rock 
2008  Jordan Dreiling   University of Kansas 
2008  Caleb Gress   Neosho County Community College 
      Pittsburg State University 
2008  Hunter Scheib   Missouri Institute of Technology 
2008  E.J. Swanson   Neosho County Community College 
2008  John Wilson   Colorado College of the Mines 
2010  Eric Anderson   Harper College 
2010  Cory Delg   Allen County Community College 
2010  Adam Petz   Emporia State University 
2010  Ryan Scott   Pratt Community College 
2011  Cody Kukuk   University of Kansas  
2011  Tim Lewis   Allen County Community College 
      University of Maryland 
2011  Colin Toalson   University of Kansas  
2012  Trent Johnson   Pratt Community College 
2012  JD Prochaska   Allen County Community College 
      North Carolina Charlotte 
2012  Montana Samuels  Independence Community College 
2013  Sam Hearnen   Washburn University 
2013  Dane McCullough   Hutchison Community College 
2013  Lee McMahon   University of Kansas 
2013  Anthony Miele   Allen County Community College 
2014  Ryan Cantrell   Kansas Wesleyan 
2014  Briggs Fish   Tabor College 
2014  Cameron Pope   Allen County Community College 
2015  Cooper Karlin   Pittsburg State University 
2015  Joel Spain   Cowley County Community College 
2015  Tripp Wright   Neosho County Community College 
2016  Kendall Fritzel   Baker University 
2016  Hunter Gudde   University of Kansas 
2016  Trevor Munsch   University of Oklahoma 
2017  Zion Bowlin   Hutchinson Community College 
2017  Daniel Bryant   Baker University 
2017  Aaron Funk   University of Arkansas Little-Rock 
2017  Matt Hill    Baker University 
2017  Dale Miller   Emporia State University 
2017  Jacob Pavlyak   Benedictine University 
2017  Sloan Thomsen   Blackhawk Community College/Ball State University 
2018  Kyle Abrahamson   College of the Ozarks 
2018  Quinton Graham   Baker University 
2019  Jake Baker   University of Kansas 
2019  Ethan Bradford   University of Nebraska 
2019  Creighton Cordova  Benedictine University 
2019  Peyton Spark   Barton County Community College 
2019  Jaxson Webb   Fort Hays State University 
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Professional Players 
The following continued their baseball careers at the professional level 

 
1999  Bix Ellenbecker   El Paso {Independent League} 
2004  Ryne Price   San Francisco Giants 
2006  Travis Blankenship  Houston Astros 
2006  Robby Price   Tampa Rays 
2011  Cody Kukuk   Boston Red Sox 

 
All-American Team 

The following student-athletes were selected to the High School All-American team. 
 
2010  Cody Kukuk   Baseball America 
      Easton 
      Louisville Slugger 
2011  Cody Kukuk   Baseball America 
2011  Colin Toalson   Baseball America 
2016  Hunter Gudde   Louisville Slugger 
 
 
 

All-State Team 
The following student-athletes were selected to the Kansas All-State baseball team. 

 
1998  Toby Leach   3rd base   1st Team 
1999  Bret Bogard   Pitcher   1st Team 
2002  Eric Peterson   Pitcher   2nd Team 
2003  Ryne Price   Catcher   1st Team 
2003  Matt Berner   Shortstop  2nd Team 
2003  Matt Lane   Pitcher   2nd Team 
2003  Robby Price   2nd base   2nd Team 
2004  Ryne Price   Catcher   2nd Team 
2004  Max Ellenbecker   Pitcher   2nd Team 
2005  Max Ellenbecker   Pitcher   1st Team 
2005  Jake Hoover   Pitcher   1st Team 
2005  Robby Price   Shortstop  1st Team 
2005  Lorenzo Ricketts   1st base   2nd Team 
2006  Travis Blankenship  Pitcher   1st Team 
2006  Scott Heitshusen   Utility   1st Team 
2006  Travis Ice   2nd base   2nd Team 
2006  Brett Lisher   Outfield   1st Team 
2006  Robby Price   Shortstop  1st Team 
2007  John Wilson   3rd base   2nd Team 
2008  Caleb Gress   Pitcher   2nd Team 
2008  Jordan Dreiling   2nd base   1st Team 
2008  John Wilson   3rd base   1st Team 
2009  Ryan Scott   Pitcher   1st Team 
2009  Cody Kukuk   1st Base   2nd Team 
2010  Cody Kukuk   Pitcher   1st Team 
2010  Colin Toalson   Pitcher   1st Team 
2010  Tim Lewis   DH   2nd Team 
2010  Connor Stremel   Outfield   2nd Team 
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2011  Cody Kukuk   Pitcher   1st Team 
2011  Colin Toalson   Pitcher   2nd Team 
2013  Sam Hearnen   Pitcher   2nd Team 
2013  Dane McCullough   Pitcher   1st Team 
2014  Casey Hearnen   Pitcher   2nd Team 
2015  Hunter Gudde   Pitcher   1st Team 
2015  Casey Hearnen   Pitcher   1st Team 
2015  Cooper Karlin   2nd Base   2nd Team 
2015  Joel Spain   Outfielder  1st Team 
2016  Zion Bowlin   3rd Base   1st Team 
2016  Aaron Funk   Pitcher   2nd Team 
2016  Hunter Gudde   Pitcher   1st Team 
2016  Trevor Munsch   Pitcher   2nd Team 
2016  Jacob Pavlyak   Outfielder  1st Team 
2017  Zion Bowlin   3rd Base   1st Team 
2017  Dale Miller   Pitcher   1st Team 
2017  Nate Strathman   Pitcher   2nd Team 
2018  Kyle Abrahamson   Outfielder  1st Team 
2018  Jake Baker   Utility   2nd Team 
2018  Jake Zenger   Closer   1st Team 
2019  Ethan Bradford   Pitcher   1st Team 
2019  Cam Karlin   Pitcher   1st Team 

 
Kansas Player of the Year 

The following student-athletes were chosen as the Kansas State Player of the Year. 
 

2010  Cody Kukuk   Kansas Baseball Coaches Association 
      Gatorade 
2017  Zion Bowlin   Kansas Baseball Coaches Association 

 

Kansas Pitcher of the Year 

The following student-athletes were chosen as the Kansas State Pitcher of the Year 

2019  Ethan Bradford   Kansas Baseball Coaches Association  

 

All-Sunflower League Team 
The following student-athletes were selected to various All-Sunflower League teams. 

 
1998  Toby Leach   1st Team   3rd base 
1998  Matt Maigaard   1st Team   Outfield 
1998  Bix Ellenbecker   2nd Team  Catcher 
1998  Cooper Chapin   2nd Team  2nd base 
1998  Matt Hicks   Honorable Mention Pitcher 
1999  Bret Bogard   1st Team   Pitcher 
1999  Matt Maigaard   1st Team   Outfield 
1999  Brandon Johnson   2nd Team  Pitcher 
1999  Cooper Chapin   Honorable Mention Shortstop 
1999  Bix Ellenbecker   Honorable Mention Catcher 
1999  Matt Heider   Honorable Mention Outfield 
2000  Cooper Chapin   Honorable Mention Shortstop 
2000  Brain Erb   Honorable Mention Outfield 
2000  Brandon Johnson   Honorable Mention Pitcher 
2000  John Swenson   Honorable Mention Catcher 
2001  Eric Peterson   Honorable Mention Pitcher 
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2002  Eric Peterson   1st Team   Pitcher 
2002  Cassidy Thompson  2nd Team  1st Base 
2002  Matt Berner   Honorable Mention Shortstop 
2002  Jeremiah Gress   Honorable Mention Catcher 
2002  Kyle Unruh   Honorable Mention 3rd Base 
2003  Matt Berner   1st Team   Shortstop 
2003  Matt Lane   1st Team   Pitcher 
2003  Robby Price   1st Team   2nd base 
2003  Ryne Price   1st Team   Catcher 
2003  David Allen   2nd Team  Outfielder 
2003  Tyler Blankenship   Honorable Mention 3rd base 
2003  Blake Dickson   Honorable Mention Pitcher 
2003  Chris Coleman   Honorable Mention Designated Hitter 
2003  Jake Hoover   Honorable Mention Pitcher 
2004  Brett Lisher   1st Team   Outfielder 
2004  Robby Price   1st Team   Shortstop 
2004  Ryne Price   1st Team   Catcher 
2004  Max Ellenbecker    1st Team   Pitcher 
2004  Paul Metzler   1st Team   Designated Hitter 
2004  Scott Heitshusen   Honorable Mention Outfielder 
2004  Tyler Blankenship   Honorable Mention 3rd base 
2004  Anthony Dreiling   Honorable Mention 2nd base 
2004  Keaton Mishler   Honorable Mention 1st base 
2004  Jake Hoover   Honorable Mention Pitcher 
2005  Anthony Dreiling   1st Team   2nd base 
2005  Max Ellenbecker   1st Team   Pitcher 
2005  Jake Hoover   1st Team   Pitcher/Outfielder 
2005  Robby Price   1st Team   Shortstop 
2005  Lorenzo Ricketts   1st Team   1st base 
2005  Brett Lisher   2nd Team  Outfielder 
2005  Travis Blankenship  Honorable Mention Pitcher 
2005  Cory Cooper   Honorable Mention 3rd base 
2005  Scott Heitshusen   Honorable Mention Outfield 
2006  Travis Blankenship  1st Team   Pitcher 
2006  Scott Heitshusen   1st Team   Pitcher 
2006  Travis Ice   1st Team   2nd base 
2006  Brett Lisher   1st Team   Outfielder 
2006  Robby Price   1st Team   Shortstop 
2006  Ben Wilson   1st Team   Designated Hitter 
2006  Lorenzo Ricketts   2nd Team  1st base 
2006  Nick Ayre   Honorable Mention Outfielder 
2006  Jordan Dreiling   Honorable Mention 3rd base 
2006  Andy Petz   Honorable Mention Catcher 
2006  Hunter Scheib   Honorable Mention Utility 
2006  Jason Sneegas   Honorable Mention Pitcher 
2007  Andy Petz   1st Team   Catcher 
2007  John Wilson   1st Team   3rd base 
2007  E.J. Swanson   2nd Team  Pitcher 
2007  Kyle Cross   Honorable Mention Outfielder 
2007  Jordan Dreiling   Honorable Mention 2nd base 
2007  Caleb Gress   Honorable Mention Pitcher 
2007  Cody Lown    Honorable Mention Pitcher 
2007  Adam Rock   Honorable Mention Outfielder  
2007  Ben Wilson   Honorable Mention 1st base 
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2008  Jordan Dreiling   1st Team   2nd base 
2008  Caleb Gress   1st Team   Pitcher 
2008  Cody Kukuk   1st Team   Designated Hitter 
2008  E.J. Swanson   1st Team   Catcher 
2008  John Wilson   1st Team   3rd base 
2008  Alex Hardman   2nd Team  Outfielder 
2008  Hunter Scheib   2nd Team  Shortstop 
2008  Kelson Boyer   Honorable Mention Pitcher 
2008  Cody Lown   Honorable Mention Pitcher 
2008  Adam Rock   Honorable Mention Outfielder 
2008  Ryan Scott   Honorable Mention Pitcher 
2009  Cody Kukuk   1st Team   1st Base 
  Cody Kukuk   2nd Team  Pitcher 
2009  Ryan Scott   1st Team   Pitcher 
2009  Connor Stremel   2nd Team  Outfield 
2009  Colin Toalson   Honorable Mention Shortstop 
2009  Tyler Hatesohl   Honorable Mention 2nd Base 
2010  Cody Kukuk   1st Team   Pitcher/Outfielder 
2010  Tim Lewis   1st Team   Designated Hitter 
2010  Colin Toalson   1st Team   Pitcher – Closer 
2010  Connor Stremel   2nd Team  Outfielder 
2010  Cory Delg   Honorable Mention 3rd base 
2010  Nick Hassig   Honorable Mention Outfielder 
2010  Michael Lisher   Honorable Mention 1st base 
2010  Adam Petz   Honorable Mention Catcher 
2010  J.D. Prochaska   Honorable Mention Pitcher 
2010  Bo Schneider   Honorable Mention Utility 
2010  Ryan Scott   Honorable Mention Pitcher/Infielder 
2010  Rob Wagner   Honorable Mention Pitcher 
2011  Cody Kukuk   1st Team   Pitcher 
2011  Colin Toalson   1st Team   Pitcher 
2011  Montana Samuels  Honorable Mention 1st Base 
2011  Tim Lewis   Honorable Mention Outfielder 
2011  Joe Dineen   Honorable Mention Outfielder 
2011  Preston Schenck   Honorable Mention Outfielder 
2012  Sam Hearnen   2nd Team  Pitcher - Closer 
2012  Joe Dineen   Honorable Mention Outfielder 
2012  JD Prochaska   Honorable Mention Pitcher 
2012  Ryan Cantrell   Honorable Mention Pitcher 
2013  Dane McCullough   1st Team   Pitcher 
2013  Sam Hearnen   1st Team   Pitcher – Closer 
2013  Jacob Caldwell   2nd Team  1st Base 
2013  Cameron Pope   2nd Team  3rd Base 
2013  Anthony Miele   2nd Team  Shortstop 
2013  Joel Spain   2nd Team  Outfielder 
2013  Ryan Cantrell   Honorable Mention Pitcher 
2013  Zach Bickling   Honorable Mention  Outfielder 
2013  Cooper Karlin   Honorable Mention 2nd Base 
2013  Lee McMahon   Honorable Mention Catcher 
2013  Joe Dineen   Honorable Mention Outfielder 
2014  Casey Hearnen   1st Team   Closer 
2014  Zach Bicklin   2nd Team  Outfielder 
2014  Casey Hearnen   2nd Team  3rd base 
2014  Cooper Karlin   Honorable Mention Shortstop 
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2014  Jon Saathoff   Honorable Mention Designated Hitter 
2014  Cameron Pope   Honorable Mention 1st base 
2014  Ryan Stagg   Honorable Mention Pitcher 
2015  Cooper Karlin   1st Team   2nd Base 
2015  Joel Spain   1st Team   Outfielder 
2015  Hunter Gudde   1st Team   Pitcher 
2015  Casey Hearnen   1st Team   Closer 
2015  Jackson Flynn   Honorable Mention Pitcher 
2015  Trevor Munsch   Honorable Mention Pitcher 
2015  Jon Saathoff   Honorable Mention Catcher 
2015  Tripp Wright   Honorable Mention Pitcher/Utility 
2016  Zion Bowlin   1st Team   3rd base 
2016  Jacob Pavlyak   1st Team   Outfielder 
2016  Trevor Munsch   1st Team   Pitcher 
2016  Hunter Gudde   1st Team   Closer 
2016  Mikey Corbett   2nd Team  2nd base 
2016  Kyle Abrahamson   2nd Team  Outfielder 
2016  Aaron Funk   2nd Team  Pitcher 
2016  Jaden Moore   Honorable Mention Catcher 
2016  Matt Hill    Honorable Mention Shortstop 
2017  Zion Bowlin   1st Team   3rd Base 
2017  Dale Miller   1st Team   Pitcher 
2017  Nate Strathman   1st Team   2nd Base 
2017  Daniel Bryant   2nd Team  Outfielder 
2017  Aaron Funk   Honorable Mention Pitcher 
2017  Matt Hill    Honorable Mention Shortstop 
2017  Jacob Pavlyak   Honorable Mention Outfielder 
2018  Kyle Abrahamson   1st Team  Outfielder 
2018  Jake Baker   1st Team  1st Base 
2018  Quinton Graham   1st Team  Designated Hitter 
2018  David Stuart   1st Team  Pitcher 
2018  Jake Zenger   1st Team  Closer 
2018  Ethan Bradford   2nd Team  Pitcher 
2019  Ethan Bradford   1st Team  Pitcher 
2019  Cam Karlin   1st Team  Pitcher 
2019  David Stuart   2nd Team  Pitcher 
2019  Jake Baker   Honorable Mention 1st Base 
2019  Creighton Cordova  Honorable Mention 2nd Base 
2019  Jack Kallenberger   Honorable Mention Outfielder 
2019  Peyton Sparks   Honorable Mention 3rd Base 
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Most Valuable Player 

The following Firebird baseball players were chosen by their teammates as 

the Most Valuable Player during their respective seasons. 

 

1998  Toby Leach   3rd baseman 

1999  Matt Maigaard   Outfielder 

  Bret Bogard   Pitcher 

2000  Brandon Johnson   Pitcher 

2001  Jake Coffman   Outfielder 

  Eric Peterson   Pitcher 

2002  Eric Peterson   Pitcher 

2003  Matt Lane   Pitcher 

2004  Ryne Price   Catcher 

2005  Jake Hoover   Pitcher/Outfielder 

2006  Robby Price   Shortstop 

2007  Andy Petz   Catcher 

  Kyle Cross   Outfielder 

2008  Jordan Dreiling   2nd base 

2009  Ryan Scott   3rd base/Pitcher 

2010  Colin Toalson   SS/Pitcher 

2011  Colin Toalson   SS/Pitcher 

2012  Montana Samuels  1st base 

2013  Jacob Caldwell   1st base/Pitcher 

2014  Ryan Stagg   Pitcher 

2015  Hunter Gudde   Outfielder/Pitcher 

2016  Zion Bowlin   3rd base 

2017  Dale Miller   1st Base/Pitcher 

2018  Jake Rittman   Shortstop 

2019  Jack Kallenberger   Outfielder 
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Foundation Award Winner 
 

The Foundation Award is given to the player who best embodies the dedication, on and off the playing field, which is neces-
sary to build a successful program. The coaching staff chooses the winner of this award. 
 
1998  Keawe Kealikini   Outfielder 
1999  T.J. Kaberline   Pitcher 
2000  John Swenson   Catcher 
2001  Josh Swenson   Infielder/Pitcher 
2002  Jeremiah Gress   Catcher 
2003  Chris Coleman   Catcher 
2004  Keaton Mishler   1st base 
2005  Anthony Dreiling   2nd base 
2006  Travis Ice   2nd base 
2007  Andy Petz   Catcher 
2008  Brad Witmer   Pitcher 
2009  Tyler Hateshol   2nd base 
2010  Greg Davis   Pitcher 
2011  Campbell Fritzel   Outfielder 
2012  Tim Turner   Utility 
2013  Tommy Oswald   Outfielder 
2014  Briggs Fish   Pitcher 
2015  Matt Pendry   Outfielder 
2016  Bradley Collicott   Infielder 
2017  Zion Bowlin   3rd Base 
2017  Josh Burrichter   Catcher 
2017  Drew Cantrell   Pitcher 
2017  Matt Hill    Shortstop 
2018  Quinton Graham   Designated Hitter 
2019  Creighton Cordova  2nd base 
 
 
 

Lettering Requirements 
 

For a student-athlete to earn a varsity letter for baseball, one of the following requirements must be met. 
1. A position player must play in 25% of the total innings the varsity team participates in. 
2. A pitcher must appear in 10% of the total innings pitched at the varsity level. 
3. A senior, who has completed a minimum of three consecutive years within the program. 
4. A player who makes a significant contribution to the team during post-season play. The coaching staff shall define signifi-

cant. 

5. The discretion of the coaching staff. 
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Financial Obligations 

Participants in the program are asked to make the purchases listed below. Since these items are to be kept by the participant 
after the season, they cannot be purchased by the school or the baseball program and must be individually purchased. No play-
er is required the purchase anything! If a player needs financial assistance he may meet with the coaching staff privately and 
accommodations will be established. 
Varsity/J.V. list:     C team list: 

Total obligation:    $115                $95  
There will be additional items available for purchase from Jock’s Nitch or Nill Bros. Sporting Goods. These are optional purchas-
es and can be bought in several different packages in order to obtain a discount. 
 
 
 
 
 

2019 SPRING SPORTS INCLEMENT WEATHER GYM USAGE 
Feb. 25=TBA*  March 4=A  March 11=Spring Break March 18=B 
 
March 25=C  April 1=D  April 8=A April 15=B 
 
April 22=C  April 29=D  May 6=A May 13=B 
 
May 20=C     
 
SCHEDULE A   MAIN GYM   NORTH GYM 
3:15-3:30        
3:30-6:00(Sat. 8-11)  Softball    Tennis 
6:00-8:30(Sat. 11-2)  Baseball    Soccer 
 
SCHEDULE B   MAIN GYM   NORTH GYM 
3:15-3:30        
3:30-6:00(Sat. 8-11)  Baseball    Soccer 
6:00-8:30(Sat. 11-2)  Softball    Tennis 
 
SCHEDULE C   MAIN GYM   NORTH GYM 
3:15-3:30        
3:30-6:00(Sat. 8-11)  Soccer    Softball 
6:00-8:30(Sat. 11-2)  Baseball    Tennis 
 
SCHEDULE D   MAIN GYM   NORTH GYM 
3:15-3:30    
3:30-6:00(Sat. 8-11)  Baseball    Tennis 
6:00-8:30(Sat. 11-2)  Soccer    Softball 
 
 
The week of Feb. 25 Basketball practice will still be going on – The main gym will not be available until 6:30 – 7:00 pm. Coaches 
will meet to determine times. 
If a team scheduled for a 3:30 – 6:00 slot will not use the time, or will finish early, their time slot can be filled by the team 
scheduled after them. 
Spring Break schedules will be worked out between the coaches 

 
 

practice jersey   $75   practice jersey  $75 

2 hats    $40   1 hat   $20 
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LAWRENCE FREE STATE HIGH SCHOOLLAWRENCE FREE STATE HIGH SCHOOL  

              4700 OVERLAND DRIVE4700 OVERLAND DRIVE  

              LAWRENCE, KS  66049LAWRENCE, KS  66049  

              (785) 832(785) 832--6050 ext. 71756050 ext. 7175 

EXIT INTERVIEW 
NAME: _________________________ 
POSITION: _________________ 
GRADE: ____________________ 
 
Please answer the following questions by circling the number that represents the best description. 1 = poor 2 = below average 3 = 
average 4 = above average 5 = good. 
 
The length of practice.        1  2  3  4  5   
The amount of work accomplished in practice.     1  2  3  4  5 
The level of discipline within the program.      1  2  3  4  5 
The quality of clothing {uniforms} provided.      1  2  3  4  5 
The quality of the equipment provided.      1  2  3  4  5 
The quality of the playing facility.       1  2  3  4  5 
The support you received from the coaching staff.     1  2  3  4  5 
Your level of play this season.       1  2  3  4  5 
Your level of effort this season.       1  2  3  4  5 
The level of play of your team.       1  2  3  4  5 
The level of fun you had this season.      1  2  3  4  5 
The worthwhileness of you being in the program.     1  2  3  4  5  
The chance of you recommending involvement in this program to someone else. 1  2  3  4  5 
 
 
For any question that you responded to as poor, or below average, please explain why. 
 
GENERAL QUESTIONS: 
 
What can be done to make this program better? 
 
 
What does our facility need to become better? 
 
 
What can we do to increase our level of fundraising? In what capacity can you help with this? 
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QUESTIONS FOR GRADUATING PLAYERS: 

 

What are your plans for the future? 

 

 

 

Is there anything that we, as a coaching staff, can do to help you with your future plans? 

 

 

 

What are the positive things about this program? 

 

 

 

What are the negative things about this program? 

 

 

 

If you were the head coach of this program, what would you do differently? 

 

 

 

Do you have any interest in remaining a part of this program? If so, in what capacity? In the future what would you be will-
ing to do to help the program? 

 

 

 

How can we stay in touch with you? {Phone #, address, e-mail address etc…} 

 

Please provide us with any other comments or personal information that you would like to share with us. 
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QUESTIONS FOR RETURNING PLAYERS: 

 

For what team will you play for this summer? At what position[s]? 

 

 

What do you plan on doing to make yourself a better baseball player this summer? 

 

 

What is your goal in terms of the number of times you plan on attending weights this summer? 

 

 

What do you think your chances are of making the team next year? At what level and position? 

 

 

What are your strengths as a player? 

 

 

What are your weaknesses as a player? 

 

 

What are your expectations for next year for yourself? 

 

 

What are your expectations for next year for your team? 

 

 

Do you aspire to play college baseball? If so at what level and at what position? What do you plan to do to help your 
chances to play college baseball? What do you expect us as a coaching staff to do to help you? 

 

 

Please provide any additional comments or personal information here. 
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LAWRENCE SCHOOL DISTRICT POLICY 
CODE OF CONDUCT 

(Athletic Teams and Related Squads) 
2017-2018 

PART I: COMMITMENT 
If you are a member of a team/squad you are expected to fulfill this commitment. If you choose not to continue membership, 
this exit procedure should be followed: 
 1. Coach and athlete or participant must meet to discuss decision to terminate team or squad membership. 
 2. Provide notification to athletic director. 
 3. Confirmation by coach that school issued equipment has been returned and 
     a list of financial obligations turned into the financial office. 
PART II: KSHSAA RULES 
All activity participants will at all times comply with applicable rules of KSHSAA, including without limitation Rule 14, a copy of 
which is attached. 
PART III: ATTENDANCE 
To participate in athletic practice and/or competition and other school sponsored activities, a student must be in attendance at 
least half the school day. Exceptions will include the following: 
 1. School sponsored field trip. 
 2. Family emergency. 
 3. Court appearance. 
 4. Verified professional appointment. 
PART IV: SUSPENSION 
Students on out of school or in school suspension may not participate or attend practice or competition on the date of suspen-
sion and until reinstated as a student in good standing by school administrators and coach. Individual schools will manage sus-
pensions. 
PART V: PERFORMANCE ENHANCING SUPPLEMENTS 
The athletic departments of Lawrence Public Schools hold the following beliefs regarding the use of the performance enhancing 
supplements (including, but not limited to, e.g. creatine, protein supplements, Ripped Fuel, testosterone) by our student ath-
letes. According to the Kansas State High School Activities Association regulations, any student who uses anabolic steroids is 
ineligible until such time as medical evidence is provided that his/her system is free of that drug.  The cost of the assessment for 
reinstatement is to be paid by parent/guardian or student. 
 1. We believe it is in the best interest of each student athlete to seek the advice of their own personal physician, and I
 in collaboration with the family, make an informed decision as to the use of performance enhancing supplements oth
 er than anabolic steroids. 
 2. We believe that in order to become a complete student athlete, the individual must understand and exercise a 
 strong work ethic. 
We expect that through this work ethic, the athlete or participant will develop true commitment, dedication, and passion for 
their sport or activity. This includes NOT taking shortcuts to achieve their goals. 
PART VI: SANCTIONS FOR STUDENTS UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ILLEGAL DRUGS, NON-PRESCRIBED CONTROLLED SUBSTANC-
ES, ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO 
Because the use of alcohol, illegal drugs, and tobacco is detrimental to the health and welfare of individuals and because the 
use of alcohol and illegal drugs and the purchase of tobacco products are illegal for Kansas adolescents, the use of any such sub-
stances by any Lawrence School District activity participant is prohibited. 
With the exception of prescription medication being used only by the student named on the prescription, the use, distribution, 
possession or being under the influence of illegal drugs, including anabolic steroids, alcohol or tobacco, on or off school proper-
ty, will be considered a violation of this policy once a student becomes a member of a school athletic team or related squad. 

Compliance with this policy will do not end with the cessation of a particular activity season. Violations accumulate from activity 
season to activity season and from year to year (grades 7-12 in an interscholastic career). All violations are accumulative and do 
not end with a sport season or school year. 
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The following procedures and penalties will be followed with regard to violations of this Policy: 
 
*Upon the first alleged violation confirmed by a school staff member, law enforcement official, or other reliable source, the student 
participant will be referred to a school administrator and the student and his/her parent/guardian will be notified. The school admin-
istrator will conduct an informal hearing with the student regarding the possible violation. If after the hearing it is determined in the 
judgment of the administrator that a violation did occur, the student will be immediately or at the start the season suspended from at 
least one day, for the sport or activity competition, unless the student is ineligible for participation under KSHSAA rules. 
 
*Upon the second alleged violation confirmed by a school staff member, law enforcement official, or other reliable source, the stu-
dent participant will be referred to a school administrator and the student and his/her parent/guardian will be notified. The school 
administrator will conduct an informal hearing with the student and parent/guardian regarding the possible violation. If after the 
hearing, it is determined in the judgment of the administrator that a second violation did occur, the student shall be suspended from 
participation in school sponsored activities and/or competitions for a minimum of not less than 30 calendar days, nor more than 180 
school days, to be determined by the Activities Review Committee appointed by the Superintendent or his/her designee, unless the 
student is ineligible for participation under KSHSAA rules. 
 
*Upon the third and subsequent alleged violation confirmed by a school staff member, law enforcement official, or other reliable 
source, the student participant will be referred to a school administrator and the student and his/her parent/guardian will be notified. 
The school administrator will conduct an informal hearing with the student and the parent/guardian regarding the possible violation. 
If after the hearing, it is determined in the judgment of the administrator that a third violation did occur, the student shall be suspend-
ed from participation in school sponsored activities and/or competitions for a minimum of 180 school days and possibly for the entire 
period of time the student is enrolled in USD 497. This will be determined by the Activities Review Committee which is appointed by 
the Superintendent or his/her designee, unless the student is ineligible for participation under KSHSAA rules. 
 
Self-Disclosure:  Self-disclosure, by a participant and/or parent/guardian of use, distribution, or possession of illegal drugs, alcohol, or 
tobacco to a coach, sponsor, athletic director, or school administrator requires notification of parent/guardian and an assessment by a 
licensed drug-alcohol agency.  The cost of the assessment is to be paid by the parent/guardian or student. A first disclosure may also 
involve a penalty at the coach or sponsor's discretion, depending on the severity of the violation, and approval by the athletic director. 
A second self-disclosure becomes a first violation under the procedures described above. 
 
PART VII: CRIMINAL CONDUCT, CHARGES AND CONVICTIONS 
Because the administration, athletic director, coaches, sponsors, and patrons of the Lawrence School District are concerned with the 
behavior of students involved in interscholastic and other extracurricular activities, except as provided above, the following proce-
dures and penalties will be enforced when students who are members of school athletic teams, spirit organizations, or other school 
extracurricular activities engage in conduct which would constitute a crime, or are charged with and/or convicted of a misdemeanor 
or felony crime. (A) Upon a student being charged by municipal, state or federal law enforcement authorities with commission of a 
crime, if the administration has reason to believe there is substantial basis for the charge and that continuation in interscholastic or 
other extracurricular activities might adversely reflect on the  
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school, the student, or adversely affect the activity, school personnel and other students, the student will be suspended from all 
such activities pending the outcome of the case. 
If the student is found innocent in municipal, state or federal court of the charge, or upon dismissal of the charge (other than pur-
suant to a diversion agreement), the student will be immediately reinstated to participate in such activities. If the student is found 
guilty or pleads guilty to a felony offense, or enters into a diversion agreement pertaining to the felony charge, but is otherwise in 
good standing as determined by an the Activities Review Committee in Lawrence Public Schools, and has met eligibility require-
ments as set by the Kansas State High School Activities Association, the student may be reinstated to participation in such activi-
ties, subject to the following conditions: 
1. The student is not thereafter charged with or found guilty of another crime, and has not entered into a diversion    agreement 
with regard to another crime. 
2. The student continues to demonstrate proper behavior, both in and out of classes in Lawrence Public Schools, including school 
activities, extracurricular activities, athletic events, dances, assemblies, etc. 
3. The student is not removed from any class as a result of disruptive behavior or does not receive either an out of school or in 
school suspension for the remainder of the time that the student attends Lawrence Public Schools. 
4. The administration determines that the student's participation will not pose a threat to the safety or well being of other stu-
dents and school personnel, or will not otherwise adversely affect the school or the activity. 
(B) Upon determination by an appropriate school administrator that a student participant has engaged in conduct which would 
constitute a crime, on or off of school property, related to or not related to school activities, but has not been formally charged 
with a crime by law enforcement authorities, the student may be suspended from participation in school sponsored activities by 
the Activities Review Committee. 
KSHSAA Rule 14 
      BONA FIDE STUDENT  
Section l: General Regulations (apply to grades 7-12)  
Art. 1: In order to be eligible for participation, the student must be a bona fide undergraduate member of that school and in 
good standing. (See Rule 22-1-3, Outside Competition and Rule 30-2-2, Seasons of Activities.) In order to participate in practice, 
the student must be a bona fide undergraduate of that school and one who is eligible or has the possibility of eligibility.  
Art. 2: A student who is under penalty of suspension or whose character or conduct brings discredit to the school or to the stu-
dent, as determined by the principal, is not in good standing and is ineligible for a period of time as specified by the principal.  
Art. 3: A student who uses any form of tobacco, illegal drugs, alcoholic beverages, etc., at school events is not in good standing.   
Art. 4: A student who uses anabolic steroids would be ineligible for interscholastic competition until such time as medical evi-
dence can be presented that his/her system is free of that drug.  
Art. 5: A student shall not be permitted to make up work after the close of the semester for the purpose of becoming eligible. A 
“condition” or an “incomplete” shall count as a failure. However, should a student have an excused absence for day(s) missed, 
completing such work per school policy (Illustration: two days for every day missed) would not be considered as “make up” per se. 
Summer school is not to be used for making up credit deficiencies for the purpose of becoming eligible.  
Art. 6: If the student competes under an assumed name, he or she shall be ineligible in all sports.  
Section 2: Senior High Regulations Art. 1: A student who is enrolled in five or more subjects in the ninth grade or above, even 
though carrying subjects of a lower grade, is classified as a high school student. (See Rule 13, Scholarship requirements.)  
Art. 2: An undergraduate student is one who has completed less than the minimum number of units of high school credit, as 
specified by the Kansas State Board of Education, or has not completed some course to which no exception is made, or has not 
been granted a diploma of graduation from his or her high school.  
Art. 3: In determining subjects of unit weight, an extracurricular activity shall not count. The Kansas State Board of Education 
states, “Athletic practice or competition between organized groups in interscholastic leagues shall not be counted for credit pur-
poses.”  
Art. 4: Students attending vocational or trade schools offering special courses approved by the Kansas State Board of Education, 
may transfer such credits to their home school for the purpose of establishing eligibility. Such students may be eligible for inter-
school activities at their home school, provided they meet all eligibility requirements. (See Rule 15, Enrollment.)  
Section 3: Middle/Junior High School Regulations  
Art. 1: Middle/junior high (seventh and eighth grade) schools may permit sixth -grade students of the same school system or of 
an elementary school, which lies, wholly within an organized middle/junior high school district, to participate in middle/junior high 
activities other than tackle football, boxing and wrestling. Such participation will not adversely affect the eligibility of such students 
when they become middle/junior high school students. Continued ˜28 2004-2005 NOTE: Sixth-grade students shall be subject to 
the Kansas State Board of Education regulations.  
Art. 2: Elementary students of the same school system, or of an elementary school that lies wholly within an organized high 
school district, may participate in bands, orchestras, choruses or glee clubs representing member high schools without affecting 
their eligibility after they become high school students. Grade school students (5th grade and below) are not eligible to represent a 
middle/junior or senior high school in any other type of activity. 
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LAWRENCE SCHOOL DISTRICT POLICY 

CODE OF CONDUCT 

(Athletic Teams and Related Squads) 

2017-2018 

 

 

 

 

Student -- I have read, understand, and agree to obey the rules and obligations of the Lawrence School District Policy Code of 
Conduct that pertains to me as a participant in the athletic/activities programs in the Lawrence School District, and as such Code 
of Conduct may from time to time be amended. 

 

 

Please print: Last Name___________________   First Name________________MI___ 

 

Gender  (circle one)       M        F          Year of High  School Graduation___________ 

 

 

 

___________________________  _      

Signature of Student              Date of Signature 

 

 

 

 

Parent/guardian -- I acknowledge receiving the Lawrence School District Policy Code of Conduct and accept my responsibility to 
help my son/daughter obey the requirements and obligations of athletic/activities participation as outlined in the Policy, as it may 
be from time to time amended.  I agree to cooperate with the sponsor, coaches, and administration should my child be subject to 
any of the possible set forth in the Policy. 

   ____________________________________            ___________________ 

Signature of Parent/Guardian                         Date of Signature 
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Lawrence Free State High School 
Firebird Pitching 

PHILOSOPHY: 

 To develop the skills and ability of our pitchers to throw strikes, to become mentally tough, to compete with every pitch, 
and to control the pace of the game, with the overall objective of controlling the opponent’s offense. 

POINTS OF EMPHASIS: 

1. Get ahead, stay ahead 

2. Develop mental toughness 

3. Have a game plan 

4. Establish the Fastball/Work the whole strike zone 

5. Establish a Breaking Ball and/or Change-Up 

6. Control the running game 

7. 3/1 Strikeout to Walk ratio 

8.     Work at the quickest pace possible 
 

1.Get ahead, Stay ahead:   

    Being ahead in the count allows a pitcher to stay aggressive and keep an element of surprise in pitch selection.  Empha
 sis will be placed on throwing the 1st pitch strike to get ahead.  This will aid our chances of making the hitter chase the 
 pitch we want him to.   

2. Develop mental toughness: 

 To be mentally tough a pitcher has to have an abundance of confidence in himself and his abilities.  This will give him the 
 edge he needs in order to accomplish things such as pitching inside, pitching with runners in scoring position, succeed
 ing when he doesn’t have his best stuff, dealing with adversity, etc.  We will try to develop this aspect through positive 
 discussions, utilizing visualization techniques, and other philosophies.  A pitcher should be in control of his emotions at 
 all times; in other words, a pitcher should show no emotion.  Never let the opposing team know what you’re thinking or 
 how you’re feeling. 

3. Have a game plan: 

A pitcher needs to have an idea or plan when trying to get a hitter out.  This             includes knowing the hitters 
 strengths and weaknesses and the situation of the game- outs, score, runners on base, etc.  Charts will be kept in the 
 dugout for pitchers to go over between innings.  Every pitch needs to be thrown with a purpose.  This is what separates 
 a “pitcher” from a “thrower”.    

        4.  Establish the Fastball/ Work the whole Strike Zone: 

  The ability to establish the fastball is essential for all pitchers.  If a pitcher throws at a high velocity chances are that he          
 can control a game with his fastball.  For those who don’t throw at a high velocity they still need to be able to locate 
 their fastball to help setup their off-speed pitches.  To aid the effectiveness of every pitcher’s fastball, an emphasis will 
 be placed on throwing to both sides of the plate.  By using both sides of the plate this will give us a better chance of bei
 ng unpredictable.  Emphasis will also be placed on being able to locate the fastball up and down in the strike zone effect
 ively (Ex: throwing a fastball up and in or down and away in a 0-2 count).  This will allow the pitcher to control the 
 hitter’s eye level allowing him to setup his whole repertoire of pitches.   

        5. Establish a Breaking Ball and/or Change-Up: 

 To be a good pitcher you can’t rely on just a fastball therefore it is imperative to have a quality 2nd and 3rd pitch.  The 
 Change-Up is necessity in today’s game because when it’s thrown properly it looks like a fastball but throws off a hitters 
 timing plus, it is easier on the arm than all breaking balls.  Some form of a breaking ball should be utilized in order to 
 have a pitch that moves away from hitters.  Some of these pitches can be a curveball, slider, or cutter.  To be effective, 
 off-speed pitches must be thrown for strikes. 
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6. Control the running game: 

Despite what some pitchers think, you’re not going to throw a perfect game every time out.  This means that at some point a 
runner will be at 1st or 2nd base and will be looking to steal a base.  More times than not a base is stolen off the pitcher, not the 
catcher.  Our goal is to minimize the chance that they can take the base.  Ways to accomplish this task is by working on our abil-
ity to deliver a pitch in a timely manner, throw a quality pitchout, using an occasional slide step, mixing up timing and looks, and 
most importantly, developing quality pickoff moves.  All pitchers need to remember that just because a runner gets on base 
doesn’t mean that he has to score.  By taking pride in controlling the running game a pitcher will allow fewer runs scored and 
give his team a better chance to win. 

7. 3/1 Strikeout to Walk ratio:  

This ratio is a sign of how well a pitcher is throwing.  If a pitcher can achieve this ratio it means he has control of his pitches and 
is maintaining his aggressiveness.  If a 3/1 ratio can be met it means that we aren’t walking a lot of batters.  We want to avoid 
walks because it means the hitter didn’t earn his way on base.  Make the hitters earn everything they get. 

8.Work at the quickest pace possible: 

As a pitcher you want your fielders to be ready to make plays behind you.  The slower you work the greater the chance that 
somebody will make an error due to being lulled to sleep.  Therefore, we are going to emphasize working at the quickest pace 
that a pitcher feels comfortable with.  A pitcher working at a quick pace sends a message of confidence to the opposing team.  

MECHANICS: 
 Proper mechanics will allow a pitcher to achieve maximum velocity and avoid injuries. 

        1.  STARTING POSITION 
The pitcher should be in a relaxed stance with the ball in his glove 

       Heels on the rubber, shoulder width apart 
2.  WIND-UP: 
 Hands should be joined together in the glove as the grip is adjusted 
 Start with hands up, back of glove facing the hitter in upright position, hiding the      
 ball from base coaches, opposing team, etc. 
       Use a short stride in front of the rubber with non-pivot foot 
 Maintain balance throughout the movement 
 Hands remain in the same position 
 Pivot foot begins to turn parallel to the rubber 
       Body rotates as stride leg is raised, non-throwing shoulder pointed toward   
        the catcher 
3.  BALANCE POINT 
 Weight should be on pivot leg, with slight bend in knee 
 Stride leg bent at knee approx. waist high, toe pointed toward the ground 
 Hands are together, still in the same position 
 Head should be fixed on catcher’s mitt 
4.  STRIDE 
 Hands should separate slightly before knee reaches highest point with the arms 
       moving in a mirror image 
 Fingers should be on top of the ball 
 Palm of hand and ball should face second base 

Weight is on the pivot leg 
 Lead hip, shoulder, and elbow should be closed 
 Land on ball of stride foot, with the foot closed at 45 degrees 
 Lead elbow or glove should point at target at shoulder height 

 Front leg is flexed but firm 
 Weight should transfer forward 
 Head should be fixed on the catcher’s mitt 

 5.  RELEASE 
Front side stays closed 
Shoulders exchange position while hips and thighs stay closed 
Glove hand is pulled back into the body 
Throwing arm is delivered to arm slot, throwing elbow above throwing shoulder 
Forearm and fingers make the pitch 
Fingers claw through the ball 
Head should still be fixed on the catcher’s mitt 
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        6.  FOLLOW THROUGH 

-Throwing hand reaches toward target 
-Arm momentum pulls shoulder down through across the body 
-Weight transfer and body rotation is absorbed into flexed front leg 
-Throwing arm and shoulder finish outside of front knee 
-Head stays fixed on glove 

 DRILLS 
  1. ARM ACTION DRILLS 

A.  One Knee: 
 -Begin in staring position 
 -Kneel on pivot leg knee 
 -Stride foot is on ground toward partner but slightly closed 
 -Stride knee is at a right angle above foot 
 -Hands are separated at the mid-line of body 
 -Front side shoulder is pointed toward partner 
 -Ball drops out relaxed, hands separate; fingers stay on top of ball 
 -Glove arm elbow points at partner, then drives back, starting acceleration 
 -Complete throw 
 -Goals: 

1.  Release point in front of face 
2.  Glove finished on hip 
3.  Throwing arm finishes outside stride knee 

B.  Back Wall: 
       1.  Begin in starting position 
 2.  Standing with back against the wall (4-6” from the wall) 

3.  Go through motion as if catcher was straight down the wall and you are pitching from the stretch 
4. Throwing hand and arm should not hit the wall behind the back 
-Goals: 

1. Relaxed throwing arm drops down 
2. Lead shoulder and hip moves straight towards the target 
3. Front side does not fly open 

C.  Side Wall: 
-Begin in starting position 
-Standing with throwing side (shoulder, hip, and foot) 6” from the wall as if you are pitching from the stretch 
-Go through the pitching motion as if catcher was perpendicular to the wall 
-Goals: 

1. Lead shoulder and hip move toward target 
2. Throwing hand and arm stay relaxed 

D.  Front Wall: 
-Begin in starting position 
-Face the wall 
-Stride knee lifted in tuck position 
-Knee touching the wall 
-Deliver the pitch 
-Do not kick the wall with stride foot or knee 
-All movements are parallel to the wall 
-Goals:  

1. Control side leg actions 
2. Acceleration movement is linear not circular 

E.  Back Arm Pad: 
-Begin in starting position 
-Hold a foam pad between side of chest and upper throwing arm 
-Go through throwing motion (do not take hands over head in wind up) 
-Keep pad between arm and chest until stride foot lands                                
-Goal: Keep throwing hands and arm tension free 
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F.  Towel Drill: 
Begin in the stride position with arms separated 
Hold a towel in your throwing hand 
Go threw your throwing motion 
Snap the towel by flipping your wrist at the release point 
Partner should be roughly 10ft. in front of thrower on a knee holding his glove as a target to hit approx. two 
feet off the ground 
Goal: To increase perceived velocity and full extension by having the thrower try to hit his partner’s glove in 
front of him 
 

      3.  BALANCE AND WEIGHT SHIFT DRILLS 
 A.  Stride Base: 
  Begin in starting position 
  Stride has already been taken 
  Front leg is flexed 
  Weight is on the balls of the feet 
  Hands separated and relaxed around mid-line of body 
  Front shoulder and hips are pointed towards home 
  Separate hands 
  Throwing hand relaxes down; fingers stay on top of the ball 
  Lead elbow points toward home at shoulder height 
  Weight is shifted against the front leg 
  Complete the throw 
  Goals: 

1. Release point in front of face 
2. Balanced weight shift to follow through 
3. Finish balanced on stride foot (firm flexed front leg) 

B.  Chair Drill: 
 Begin from starting position 
 Front foot/leg is in the stride position 
 Front leg is fixed but firm 
 Pivot foot lies on chair above rubber 
 Hands relaxed around mid-line or body 
 Separate hands 
 Throwing hand relaxes down 
 Lead elbow points toward home at shoulder height 
 Complete the throw 
 Goals: 

1. Release point in front of face 
2. Upper-body and front leg actions accelerate arm 

C.  Step Over Drill: 
 Begin from starting position 
 Set in the stretch position 
 Place ball about 4” from the stride in the stride foot’s path to home 
 Go through the pitching motion 
 Stride foot must step over the ball on the move to home 
 Front side must stay together and make move home 
 Goals: 

1. Front hip, shoulder, and leg must make a strong move toward home. 
2. Release point in front 
3. Balanced finish on follow through 
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D.  Stride Stride Back 

  Begin in starting position 
  Ready to start pitching motion 
  Perform the pitching motion staying balanced throughout 
  in the follow through balance only on the stride foot 

Without putting pivot foot on the ground, uncoil from the follow through, stride backward toward rubber with 
pivot foot 
Return to tuck position 
Goals: 

1. Stay balanced throughout the motion 
2. Weight shift is against a firm but flexed front leg 
3.  Weight is shifted from ball of pivot foot to ball of stride foot back to pivot foot 
4.  Ability to balance on stride foot is a result of not over rotating           
     core and glove side.   

E. Transition 
Begin in the starting position 
Tuck position: balanced on pivot foot 
Hands relaxed at mid-line of body 
Hands separated 
Ball relaxed down 
Lower body onto pivot leg (keep weight on toes) 
Lead shoulder and hip move straight to home 
Land on ball of stride foot 
Hold the landing position 
Goals: 

1.  A balanced move from tuck to stride 
2.  Shoulders level and on top of hips 
3.  Lead hip, shoulder, and elbow point to home 
4.  Lead elbow shoulder high (level elbow to elbow) 
5.  Throwing elbow higher than shoulder 
6.  Weight controlled on the toes of both feet 

F. Balance: 
 Begin in the starting position for the wind-up 
 Pitcher goes through checkpoint number 1 
 Pitcher pauses at checkpoint number 2 
 Balanced on pivot foot, weight on toes 
 Stride knee lifted into tuck 
 Hands separated at mid-line of body 
 Lead shoulder and hip pointed towards the target 
 Partner flips the ball to the pitcher only if balance is achieved 
 Flip the ball to the pitchers throwing hand 
 Complete the pitch 
 Goals: 

1.  Balance in checkpoint number 2 
2.  Balanced controllable motion, hands separate on time 
3.  Tight motion and finish 

 4.  CONTROL DRILLS 
 A. Two Plates: 
  Set up two plates about 2 yards apart 
  Pitcher stands about 45 to 60’ from plates 
  Pitcher always strides toward spot between two plates 
  Alternate pitches from plate to plate 
  Goals: 

1.  Extension to target with hand action 
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B. Spots Game: 
 Begin in the starting position from stretch or wind-up 
 Partner is 45 to 60’ away 
 Target is partners body 
 Hit designated target spots with pitches 
 Score 
 1. Head= 2pts.      2. Above waist= 1pt. 
 Winner: 
  First pitcher to set score 
  Highest point total in set number of throws 
 
C. Hats Long Toss: 
 Played during long toss, distances can vary 
 Begin in starting position 
 Each partner places their hat on the ground 10 yards in front of them 
 Hit your partner’s hat on the fly or short hop 
 Ball must one hop to partner without him moving 
 Scoring: 

1.  Hit the opponents hat= 1pt. 
2.  Throw that bounces twice= 1pt. for the opponent 
3.  Throw that makes the opponent move to catch it= 1 pt. for opponent 
4.  Catchable throw that the opponent misses= 1pt. for thrower 

Winner: 
 First pitcher to the set score or highest point total in set number of        

                        throws 
   Goals: 

1.  Throws with tight backspin and true carry 
2.  Flat trajectory throws 
3.  Concentration 
4. Competition 
5.  
 
LAWRENCE FREE STATE HIGH SCHOOL FIREBIRD CATCHING 
 

I. PHILOSOPHY: 
To direct or “quarterback” the team both offensively and defensively through consistent performance in all phases of the game 
and through positive leadership qualities.  
II. GOALS: 

1.  Make the pitcher look good.  
2.  Properly position the defense from pitch to pitch.  
3.  Maintain a level of physical and mental consistency.  
4.  Demonstrate a high level of both vocal and exemplary leadership.  
 
Remember: It’s what you do behind the plate, not beside the plate, that makes you the most important player on the 
team.  

III. STANCES:  
1.Sign giving: 

Sit in chair  
Feet close/ butt on heels/ knees tight/ upright with shoulders.  
Forearm on thigh/ hand deep against cup 
Can go a bit off center towards 3rd base because the glove is protecting that side. 
Be sure to check with your first baseman periodically to see if he can see your signs. 
Check the base runner from time to time to see if he is picking you from his lead. 
Call signs from different spots so you do not tip location. 
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2. Receiving: 
Point feet down the baselines. 
Be sure you are in the strike zone. 
Be comfortable. 
Be in an athletic position. 
Keep feet flat, but weight is slightly forward. 
Stay square. 
Turn hand and elbow out for full glove target.  
Stay in the middle of the ball. 
Keep the target at the bottom of the strike zone. 

 
3. Receiving With Men On OR Blocking: 

 Unlock hips a little/ raise rear an inch or two.  
 Bring bare hand up behind glove. 
 Catch the ball between thumb and 1st finger {easier transfer} 

IV. FRAMING: 
1.  “Keep strikes strikes”/ catch with tweezers. 
2.  Catch it first/ than frame it. 
3.  Greatest influence over game.  
4.  25% of pitches could be borderline.  
5.  Make the job of the umpire easier. 
6.  Have a glove in a neutral/ center position. 
7.  Catch the ball close to the plate {not too deep}/ Use handshake position. 
8.  Beat the ball to the spot. Catch the outside part of the ball. 

If ball is 1” out, get the glove 2” out. 
Get on top of the high pitch. 
Turn over on the low, inside pitch  

protect thumb 
9.  Do not extend on high ball/catch it deep. 
10.  Catch the ball so that it faces the middle of the zone. 
11.  Sway to the pitch/avoid being herky-jerky. 

V. FRAMING/RECEIVING DRILLS: 
1.  Ankle Sway: 

Move nose to in/ middle/ out of plate. 
Do not turn shoulders when framing. 
When glove is to left shoulder turn glove over. 

2.  Framing Zone:  
A.  Dry. 
B.  Go through it on own {familiarity}. 

3.  Low Pitch: 
A.  Bounce ball from in front. 
B.  With glove and ball. 
C.  Without glove/tennis ball 

4.  Wave Drill: 
A.  Call pitch/ than frame it. 

5.  Back Hand Flips: 
A.  5 yards away. 
B.  Progression. 

6.  Walk-up Drill: 
      A. Begin at mound. 

       B. Throw to catcher/frame. 
       C. Continually move up in increments or pitch by pitch. 

7.  Angles Drill: 
A. Throwers down 1st/3rd baselines. 

         B. Throwers alternate throwing ball to catcher. 
         C. Develops framing corners. 
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8.  Opposites Drill: 
Set-up for inside or outside pitch. 
Throw to opposite side/frame. 

9.  Regular Framing:  Feed from knees. 
10.  Quick Hands: 

 From 30’ away. 
11. Tennis Balls: 

  Soft hands.  
 
VI. BLOCKING: 

1.  Job is not to keep it in front of you but to keep it in front of you and close.  
2.  Do not ever show your emotions.  
3.  Show no pain to the pitcher. 
4.  No ramps/hide the glove/ do not want the ball to hit the glove.  
5.  Get arms off to the sides and stay wide! 
6.  Don’t rotate the free hand when dropping. 
7.  Shoulders forward.  
8.  Gain ground as you fall. 
9.  Absorb the ball. 
10.  Use chest/ no cup shot or arm shot.  
11.  Always turn the ball back to the plate.  
12.  Anticipate/especially on off-speed pitches. 
13.  Glove goes down first and stays down. 
14.  Remember, breaking balls bounce opposite of the direction they are headed. 

 
VII.BLOCKING DRILLS: 

1.  Sit and get hit. 
2.  Dry blocks: 

Coach points.  
3.  Guide blocks: 

Coach guides catch into blocking position based on ball location. 
4.  Drop Downs: 

Glove goes down first.  
Partner then throws ball. 
Catcher blocks. 

5.  Close Throws: 
One knee short tosses for catcher to block.  

6.  Target Competition: 
Circle with point system. 

7.  Block and Stop: 
Block it and self-check your form. 

8.  3 Ball/5 Ball Drill: 
Place three balls in front of catcher: one in front of the plate and one to the left and right. Point at the ball and the 

catcher shall move body in position to block that ball. 
9.  Block and Recover: 

Use proper technique to block the ball and then quickly get back to your feet without using your hands. 
Do not look at the runner while doing this; it slows you down. Rely upon your teammates to assist you with the runer. 

10.  Man on 3rd: 
A. Do or die. 

11. Down the Line: 
        5 ball line 
        Begin at one side and block through the other side, 
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VIII.THROWING: 
 1. Keep your butt beneath the ball. 
 2. Be quick and accurate. 
 3. Feet underneath you. 
 4. Front side closed. 

5. Quickly get the body in throwing position. 
6. Ball should be released behind the plate. 

Avoid running with the ball. 
Ball should be thrown from the area of the ear, but don’t bring the glove to that area. 
Get from glove to hand immediately. 

7. Pivot Throw. 
A. Use on pitches from to outside of the body.  
B. Stay low. 
C. Allow the ball to close you. 
D. Bare hand cannot cross the center of your body. 
E.  Pivot off back leg to throw. 

8. R-L-R: 
A.  Used on balls caught from right shoulder inwards. 
B.  Use same body action as described before. 
C.  Catch, right/left: be sure to gain ground with the first step. 
D.  Be sure to not loop the arm to the throwing position, go straight back. 
E.  Use your hands, not your elbows. 

9. Replace the feet. 
      A. Used with appropriate arm strength. 
      B. Exchange right foot with left foot with forward movement 
10. Throw to 3rd base: 

A.  Balls thrown to the right shoulder or outside: 
Step with the right foot. 
Drive off right foot to 3rd base. 

B.  Balls thrown inside the right shoulder: 
Replace the right foot with the left foot. 
Drop step. 

IX: THROWING DRILLS: 
1.  Footwork: 

No throw. 
2.  One Knee Throwing: 

Work with partner. 
3.  Toss Back: 

Throwing into net. 
Done with a partner. 

4.  Standing Throw: 
Keep feet in place. 

5.  Net Drill: 
Coach feeds in front of net. 
Catcher throws back into nets 

                6. Ladder Drill: 
       A. Place obstacle {ladder} 5 feet in front of plate. 
       B. Enforces proper release point. 
X. BUNTS: 

1.  Sweep everything/even dead balls. 
A.  Prevents stuttering and stopping. 

2.  Step Back: 
A.  Use on ball directly down the first base line. 
B.  Drive back off the right foot. 
C.  Step behind. 

3.  Open Step: 
A.  Use on balls in the middle of the field/not directly down either line. 
B.  Run around the ball. 
C.  Run through the ball. 
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4.  Reverse Step: 

A.  Use on balls down the third base line. 
B. Turn back to first base. 

XI. BUNT DRILLS: 
1.  Sweep Drill: 

A.  Balls in a line down the field. 
B.  Throw or no-throw. 

2.  Stand Behind: 
A.  Coach stands behind catcher/rolls bunts. 

3.  Incorporate into regular bunting practice. 
XII. FORCE PLAYS: 

1.  Straddle the plate. 
2.  Face the throw. 
3.  Bent knees. 
4.  Anticipate bad throw. 
5.  Power step/drag across/close to first base. 

XIII. FORCE PLAY DRILLS: 
1.  Regular throws from various positions. 
2.  2-3 double plays. 

XIV. TAG PLAYS: 
1.  Get the ball into the throw hand immediately. 
2.  Keep a small space between the glove and the ball hand. 
3.  Keep mask on. 
4.  Make the runner think he has the plate. 

A.  Be in front of the plate. 
5.  First step to the baseline/then go to one knee. 
6.  The further the ball is to right field the deeper the catcher becomes. 
7.  Collisions: 

A.  Let him have it/don’t receive the blow. 
B.  Roll with him 
C.  Make sure you get the tag. 
D. Stay low 

XV. POP UP’S: 
1. Step in front of the plate. 
2.  Find the ball. 
3.  Remove the mask into the right hand. 
4.  Determine the track of the ball. 
5.  Throw the mask away from the track of the ball. 
6.  Slowly move into the ball. 
7.  Catch the ball above and in front of the head. 
8.  Stay away from balls in fair territory unless in front of the plate. 
9.  On balls in corners, stay low/infielders go high. 

XVI: POP-UP DRILLS: 
1.  Coach stands behind: 

A.  Ball at zenith/yell “ball”/catcher identify. 
2.  Regular pop-ups: 

A. Off of fungos. 
XVII: HANDLIING OF PITCHERS: 
This is unquestionably the most important thing you will be asked to do. Playing time, in large measure, will be based 
upon your ability to do this task. We will teach you our philosophy on what pitches to call in what locations, based upon 
numerous variables, including, hitter’s strengths/weaknesses and pitcher’s strengths/weaknesses. We will also discuss 
other variables including the score of the game, location of the baserunners, and right v. left handed hitters. 
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LAWRENCE FREE STATE HIGH SCHOOL 
FIREBIRD INFIELD PLAY 

 
PHILOSOPHY:  To play solid, fundamental infield while consistently making the                                                                                                                                                                                             
                              routine play.  
Goals:  1.  Be prepared and in the proper position before each pitch is thrown. 
             2.  Field the ball out in front on glove side. 
  3.  Play through the ball with our glove.  Doing this will cut down on the distance  
                  the ball has to travel, especially on short hops. 
  4.  Playing through the ball allows the fielder to be moving towards his target. 
  5.  R-L catch, R-L throw sequence with quick release. 
1. READY POSITION 
A.  This is our planning time.  Know outs, situation, type of pitch, speed of hitter/runner. 
B.  Have air under your feet and a tall chest when ball crosses the hitting zone. 
C.  Do not walk in as pitch is made; we don’t want our momentum to carry us forward. 
D.  Use 2 small steps if needed (right, left) 
E.  Glove is to be at or on hip when ball crosses hitting zone, not extended! 
F.  Weight is on balls of feet.  Don’t get caught leaning back or to one side. 
G.  Use “window to window.” 
2. ROUTES TO GROUNDBALLS 
A.  The main thing in our approach is to get in a position to be able to “come through” 
      the ball. 
B.  Work to get the bounce line or path of the ball in line with left shoulder (glove 
      side). 
BALL HIT STRAIGHT AT PLAYER 
A.  Don’t take one big step to ball.  Chop feet, pick your hop and come through the ball. 
B.  Keep the glove on or inside of left hip.  This forces you to get your feet around the  
     ball.  Glove is “resting” on hip. 
C.  Go out and get the ball.  Don’t let ball travel too close to your body.  Work low, 
      with butt down. 
D.  Take throwing hand to glove, and bring ball out as quick as possible.  Don’t funnel  
      ball to belly button.  We want the ball to get to the throwing hand as soon as possible. 
E.  The footwork sequence is as follows:  Right-Left catch, Right-Left throw. 
F.  Right foot should go in front of left, NOT BEHIND! 
BALL HIT TO RIGHT OR LEFT OF PLAYER 
A.  Don’t charge in on ball too soon. 
B.  Need to have an EXPLOSIVE lateral step to ball.  It is a cross over step. 
C.  When crossing over on ball to the right, bring glove with your body.  Don’t  
      leave it behind.  Pull it across with your cross over step. 
D.  Get around every ball possible.  Get your feet set if possible. 
E.  Ball hit to left (glove side) is much easier, but DO NOT GET LAZY!  Explosive cross  
     over step.  After field, swing glove arm up and around, and point shoulder to 1B. 
 
BACKHAND 
A.  We hope to get around every ball hit to your back hand side.  If we need to use a  
      backhand, we do so by fielding the ball with our left foot out in front.  Field the ball 
      out in front of your body and eyes, keeping your thumb between your body and the  
      ball.  
B.  Don’t give or take the glove away from the ball, instead take the glove to the ball and 
     sweep through the backhand motion. 
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SLOWROLLER 
A.  We will not allow an infield hit on a slowroller!!! 
B.  Keep ball in line with left side of body. 
C.  Attack the ball under control, and field ball off your left toe, keeping right hand 
      between your bellybutton and glove. 
D.  Get ball out as quickly as possible. 
E.  Throw off of right foot. 
F.  Stay low!  Don’t pop back up after fielding slowroller. 
G.  Velocity is not as important as a nice, quick release. 
 
BAREHAND 
A.  Don’t use this unless the ball has stopped rolling. 
 
BOOTED BALL 
A.  Don’t pick ball up with your glove.  Pick it up with bare hand and look to make the 
      play or use a ball fake. 
 
3. THROWING 
A.  Our angles to the ball and movement with our feet and glove through the ball should 
      allow us to be moving towards the target. 
B.  Most important thing is a quick release.  Don’t pump ball in glove, get rid of it! 
C.  When throwing to a base, try to imagine you are throwing through the base, not to to 
      the base. 
D.  Point shoulder to target, keeping front side closed.  Glove should end up in your  
      armpit. 
E.  Throwing with 4 seams, pull down on ball and snap wrist at point of release. 
F.  Follow through until ball is in the glove of target.  We don’t want to throw and stop  
     moving.  Keep your eyes locked on the ball until the intended target has made the  
     catch. 
 
4. DOUBLE PLAYS 
LEAD THROWS FROM SS 
A.  Ball hit at you or to your left, we will flip it. 
B.  Still a right-left catch, right-left throw. 
C.  Show ball A.S.A.P 
D.  RUN and DRIVE ball to the 2B, getting the glove out of the way. 
E.  With a stiff wrist, drive ball to bag while not bringing ball too far back. 
F.  Ball hit to your right, take a drop step with left leg, stay low and use ¾  or side 
      arm throw to the 2B. 
G.  If you make a back hand play, plant with the right foot, jump and make an overhand 
      throw to 2B. 
H.  On a ball hit up the middle taking you away from the bag, use a pitch. 
LEAD THROWS FROM 2B 
A.  Ball at or to your right that take you to bag, the rhythm is right-left catch, lead with 
      right-flip. 
B.  Ball to your left, its right-left catch, pivot throw.  We pivot by dropping the right foot 
     Open and make a ¾  or side arm throw.  Get ball out quickly and get the glove out of  
     the way. 
C.  If the ball is far enough to your left you may have to use a jump pivot, driving hips to 
      to get some extra juice on the ball. 
D.  Ball hit up the middle and away from the bag, use a backhand play and an underhand 
      feed.  
F.  If ball is hit to far to the left and passes behind runner, throw to 1B. 
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ON OUR PIVOTS, WE HAVE TO CARRY OUR HANDS TOGETHER. 
SS PIVOTS 
A.  Get to bag and break down behind bag.  Don’t crowd the bag.  Keep feet moving. 
      Make target visible A.S.A.P.  Glove and throwing hand should be chest high. 
B.  Get shoulders open to target and catch ball inside of body on glove side at shoulder. 
      Don’t reach. 
C.  Rotate around the glove and hand. 
D.  Drag the right foot to the back side of the bag and point left shoulder at 1B to make  
      throw. 
2B PIVOTS 
A.  Take a rounded path to the bag.  We want to use a left foot tag.  Get to bag in an  
     athletic position and put left foot in the middle of the back edge of bag. 
B.  If the feed is perfect we want to stay on the back side or outfield side of the bag. 
C.  Catch feed as right foot is landing on the ground.  Don’t push off bag, but place right  
      foot next to bag.  Use bag for protection from runner. 
D.  If throw takes you across bag, step to ball with right foot as you cross the bag.  You 
     should catch the ball as you are landing on your right foot. 
E.  If SS makes a backhand play and leaves his feet, become a 1B and stretch for the ball. 
     we will not have enough time to turn a double play. 
RULES OF THE DOUBLE PLAY 
A.  At 2B, if the ball passes in front of the runner throw to 2b.  If it passes behind the 
      runner throw to 1B. 
B.  For a 2B, SS, or 3B; if you field a slowroller or high chop behind the baseline throw  
     to 2B.  If you field a slowroller or high chop in front of the baseline throw to 1B. 
C.  The exception to rule B is a slowroller that a SS or 2B gets an excellent jump on, we  
      will attempt a double play. 
5. DEPTHS AND POSITIONING 
 1.  Regular position.  Getting the out at 1B.  2B/SS play 5-7 steps off bag and 9-12 
             deep.  1B/3B play 7-9 steps off bag and 4-7 deep.  3B will adjust to LH/RH hitter  
             and leadoff/bottom of the line up. 
 2.  Double play depth for 2B/SS.  Nothing through up the middle. 
                Play as close to bag as you need to in order to get to the bag and make a pivot.   
   The position is different for each individual player.  1B/3B play on baseline. 
 3.  Still looking to get the double play, but in a position to get a runner at home. 
             If ball is hit hard and right at us, we turn the DP.  If we have to charge ball we  
             will go home. 
 4.   Going home, not on grass but in position to get a runner at home. 
POSITIONING BY COUNTS 
SS will move the infield depending on the count.  As offensive count, or pull count, we will move 2 steps to the pull side (right for a 
right-handed hitter).  A defensive count, or spray count, we will move 2 steps to the spray side (left for a right-handed hitter). 
Pull counts:  2-0, 2-1, 3-0, 3-1 
Spray counts:  0-2, 1-2, 2-2 
Play even on full count (3-2).  With 2 strikes 1B/3B play in 1 step and 2B/SS play in 2 steps. 
“32” Middle infielders are in at 2 depth.  Ball hit to you, turn DP.  Corners are in a 3  
            depth.  If you field the ball in front of the baseline, go home.  If you field the ball 
            behind the baseline, turn the DP.  If you field the ball in front of the baseline,  
            throw home. 
“44”  All infielders are on grass making play at home plate. 
“43”   1B/3B in making play at home; 2B/SS turning DP on hard hit ball, otherwise go  
      home. 
“Late 44”  All infielders are at 33 depth, slowly moving to 44 when pitcher starts arm 
                  forward. 
 
ON A STEAL ATTEMPT 
2B/SS will already be pinching the middle with a runner on 1B.  As soon as the pitcher starts his motion home, 2B/SS give a quick 
look to the runner to see if a steal is on.  If he takes off we take 2 steps in as we lock in on the hitting zone.  This puts us in better 
position to be at the bag to receive a throw from the catcher. 
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6. SIGNALS 
A hand to the chest to SS with runners on first and second means if he fields the ball to his right he will throw to 3B to put out the run-
ner advancing to third.  The SS will then signal this to the third baseman. 
A crossed arm signal to 2B or SS with a runner at first means that the bag coverage on a steal attempt is switched. 
An inverted “V” to 2B/SS means to pinch the middle. 
Two fists together to 1B/3B means to guard the lines.  NO DOUBLES! 
One hand pump to right or left means infielder should move 2 steps in that direction. 
Open Mouth/Closed Mouth 
This is simply communication between 2B/SS.  Whatever player is covering the bag on a steal attempt should close his mouth behind his 
glove.  Whatever player that is not covering the bag should open his mouth behind his glove.  This should be done while the two players 
are looking at each other.  This should be done before every pitch with a runner on first.  The player with bag coverage is responsible for 
delayed steals, while the other player is responsible for backing up throw from the catcher to the pitcher. 
 
7. DEIKING 
A.  Runner at 1B 
 1)  For 2B/SS- when ball goes up, we go down.  When ball goes down (not hit to           
      us), we point up and yell “ball”  

2)  For 2B/SS on a steal- when ball is popped up during an attempted steal, we  
      fake a DP.  Regardless of who had bag coverage the SS fakes the pivot, while  
      2B fakes the feed. 
B.  Whenever you are covering a bag with a player sliding into it, your body language  
      Must imply that there is no play at that bag. 
C.  Ball Fakes.  With runners on base, a good ball fake will entice a runner to attempt 
      To take a extra base. 
 
8.  COMMUNICATION 
All infielders must look in the dugout between pitches.  All infielders are responsible for getting signs for pick offs, bunt coverage’s (even 
though the catcher will also do so), pitch selection or anything else that needs to be communicated.  There is a certain comfort level 
when infielders know what pitch is coming.  For example, a third baseman needs to know when a right handed cleanup hitter is getting 
an off speed pitch.  If he know this he can player deeper and to pull.  The SS is responsible for getting the infield in proper position.  Re-
minding the infielders of the count, speed and place in order of the hitter, outs, game situation, etc. is the job of the SS.  

 
LAWRENCE FREE STATE HIGH SCHOOL 

FIREBIRD OUTFIELD PLAY 

Positioning 
Dependent upon the hitter.  Normal positioning is straight lines from 3rd to second for right field.  Home to second for center field.  From 
first to second for left field.    No doubles is two arms crossed.  The depth for no doubles is ten steps deeper than normal positioning.  
With two strikes the right or left fielder depending on the hitter should be shallow.  Playing the game is the best teacher.  A great 
outfielder will position himself.  Know the pitcher and what his favorite pitches are.  This directly determines your positioning.   
Communication 
 Center fielder has priority amongst outfielders.  Be smart.  Know momentum, speed  and arm strength of all the outfielders.  Give one 
“ball” calls.  That is all that is said.  Must know the situation with all “tweeners” with the infielders.  We want the outfielder making as 
many catches as possible on this play.  In the case of an infielder and an outfielder converging, the outfielder should slide, dive , or hit 
the ground.  The infielder stays upright to avoid the collision.   
Back up 
 Outfielders must anticipate plays before they happen.  Know counts that opponents are likely to steal.  Know bunt situations and where 
you need to be.  Know the pick off sign between the pitcher and the middle infield.  These small things help you be in the right back up 
position.  There is always somewhere for an outfielder to be.  Move on every pitch.  Back up every ball hit to the outfield.  Back up every 
routine ground ball hit on the infield.   Always assume the ball is going to the wall.   
Throws 
 Be aggressive.  Throw through the cut off man.  If you miss, miss low.  Do everything possible to direct momentum at the target.  Balls 
that make the fence are barehanded and directly thrown to the cut off man.  The objective of the outfielder is to get the ball to an in-
fielder as quickly and accurately as possible. A good outfield feed leads to an accurate infield throw which leads to outs. Nothing good 
defensively can happen with the ball in the outfield.  Get rid of it.   
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Technique 
 ground balls-  choppy steps before getting to the ball.  This settles the head and gets the player under control.  Field the ball 
with the left foot forward.  Crow hop with the right foot and throw. Nose to leather. Momentum should follow the ball. The 
common mistake is to field the ball on a dead run, get under control, and then throw.  It is imperative to chop the feet to get 
yourself under control at the ball.  This allows a good, quick, accurate throw.   
 
Drills  
Partner ground, fly balls—under control and balanced as the ball is fielded.  Get behind the ball and moving toward the target 
as the ball is fielded.   
 Drop step fly balls—Momentum coming forward and to the desired target as the ball is caught.  Fly balls should be 
caught moving forward and to a target.   
 Drop step turn and run—incorporate three to four blind strides to make up as much ground as possible.  Find the ball 
and position the body to make an accurate throw. 
 Willie Mays—Over the shoulder blind catch.   Break down and get rid of the ball.  Do not run with the ball for another 
ten yards.   
 Fence Drill and communication--  find the fence with glove or bare hand.  Do not take eyes off the ball.  Listen for prox-
imity to fence from other outfielder.  Making plays at the fence is 90 percent positioning before the ball is hit and 10 percent 
confidence and communication between outfielders.  Goals of all outfielders should be to become self sufficient and confident 
to make plays at the fence independent of their teammates.   
Gap Cutoffs/Down the Line Cutoffs – Moving to the right or left, the player will cut the ball off and gather himself quickly. He 
will stay compact. When throwing the ball he will be like a spring unloaded. Nose to leather with momentum following the 
throw. 
 
 Quarterback Drill--- Outfielder is 10 feet from the coach with both feet pointing toward the coach.  The coach uses the 
word “drop step and go” and points in the direction to where he wants his player to drop step and go.  As soon as the player 
hears the coach’s command the player uses the drop step and cross over in order to turn his body and sprint in the direction 
where the coach has pointed.  Once the player has sprinted 20-40 yards the coach will throw a high fly ball, and the outfielder 
who is sprinting  must try to get under the ball in order to make the catch on the run. 

 Incoming Line Drives--- Coach takes a knee with a bucket of balls directly in front of him.  The outfielders are lined up 
about 30 feet out in front of the coach.  On the coach’s “go” signal, the first player sprints to you and begins to slide (to your 
side), just before they reach you.  A slide here is identical to a slide into a base…feet first with one leg tucked under.  As the 
player begins to slide the coach tosses a ball into the air (straight up 2-3 feet) to your side.  The player is then to slide under-
neath the ball and make the catch. 

 Monkey in the Middle---Four outfielders line up in a straight line.  The two middle men start the drill.  One of the inside 
men will throw a ground ball or a fly ball to the outfielder on his side.  As the outfielder gets ready to catch the ball, the inside 
man who threw the ball gets in position to be the cutoff man.  The outfielder catches the ball and throws threw the cutoff man 
to the second inside man.  Once the second inside man catches the ball from the far side outfielder, he turns and throws the 
ball to the outfielder on his side.  He then becomes the cutoff man. 
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LAWRENCE FREE STATE HIGH SCHOOL 
FIREBIRD RELAY SYSTEM 

 
Philosophy:  To execute relays and cutoffs without allowing runners to take extra bases. 
Goals: Keep the double play in order.   
 Understand the game situation, know when to not chase the lead runner. 
 Exploit base running mistakes. 
1.  Have good communication.  This begins with the catcher.  Infielders communicate the bag call to relay men who then communi-

cate to the outfielders. 
2.  If the hit is a single, we are looking to throw 2 bases ahead of lead runner.  If the hit is a double, we are looking to throw 3 bases 

ahead of the lead runner. 
3.  All players have a job to do.  If you are not playing the batted ball or covering a base, you should be backing up a base. 
4.  Early in the game or if we have a lead, our focus is on the keeping the hitter off second base.  We only throw out the lead run-

ner in the chances are excellent. 
5.  Late in games, depending on the score, our focus is on throwing out the lead runner. 
6.  When throwing to a relay man, the aiming point is through the chest. 
7.  Relay men catch the ball on your glove side only. 
8.  When running a double or tandem relay, the distance between the two players needs to be 7-10 yards, depending on the play-

ing surface. 
9.  When running a double or tandem relay, the lead man only catches balls that are thrown above the waist and below his hat.  

Everything else goes to the back man.  A high throw will hit the back man in his chest; a low throw will long hop him. 
10.  Cutoff men should know where to position themselves between the ball and the base.  The 3B and Catcher will fine-tune your 

alignment.   If the throw is way off line, take the proper angle to cut it off.  Never let a poorly thrown ball skip through your 
legs if you do not have a relay man behind you. 

11.  The communication for the relay man is as follows: 
 Nothing said – let the ball go through to the base 
 “RELAY”- the ball goes to the bag where the call is coming from.  For instance, if the Catcher yells “RELAY”, the throw goes 

home. 
 “CUT 2”- Cut off the throw and throw to 2B 
 “CUT HOLD”- Cut off throw, there is no play.  If player has ball in shallow outfield, run or throw ball into infield. 
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LAWRENCE FREE STATE HIGH SCHOOL 

FIREBIRD OFFENSIVE PHILOSOPHY 
 

Philosophy: Score. Maximize our opportunities to do so by achieving a high on-base and slugging percentage, run the bases with 
abandon, create and take advantage of our opponents’ errors. 
Hitters’ goals: 
1} Get on base. 
2} Hit the ball hard. 
3} Compete with two strikes. 
4} Do what is best for the team. 
5} Be mentally tough before, during and after each at-bat. This includes knowing the strike zone, your strike zone and pitch 
counts. 
Team Goals: 
Play for the big inning {3+runs} and have more big innings than the opponent. 
Win each inning.   
Score when scored upon. 
Earn more freebies {walks, errors and hit by pitch} than strikeouts. 
Team on-base percentage of .482 {Team record is .481 in 2004} 
Team slugging percentage of .586 {Team record is .585 in 2006} 
Team batting average of .376 {Team record is .375 in 2004} 
Team stolen bases: 43 {Team record is 42 in 2005} 
 
1. Mental Approach 
Hitting is an aspect of baseball in which you can still be considered successful if you fail more times than you succeed {fail 7 out of 
10 times and you have a .300 average}. How you deal with these failures may determine how successful you are as a ballplayer 
and a hitter. You will learn to leave the last at bat at the plate and not take it to the field with you. EVERY AT BAT IS A CHANCE TO 
SUCCEED! You will learn to be mentally tough every at bat and execute the skills necessary to benefit the TEAM. A good at bat 
does not always result in a hit. 
Be aggressive. Our goal is to be physical with the bat, drive the ball into the gaps and look to hit the ball early in the count. Con-
sider the following major league averages per count: 
  0-0: .336  1-0: .343  2-0: .360 
  3-0:    0-1: .324  1-1: .325 
  2-1: .340  3-1: .325  0-2: .160 
  1-2: .178  2-2: .195  3-2: .234 
Be on time. It is better to reach the toe touch position early, rather than late so adjustments can be made easier. Toe touch 
should come by at least the balls half-way point to the plate. 
Do not change your approach with two strikes. Assuming you won’t get anything good to hit with two strikes is a mistake. Use 
the third strike to your advantage. 
Plans can be modified on a game to game or, inning to inning situation. We may need to play small ball and execute for a 1 run 
inning. Put the team first!  
  
2. Preparation 
Go to the plate with an advantage. This advantage can be achieved studying the scouting report and or the pitch chart. Know the 
velocity range of the pitcher, the pattern that has been established, the game situation and your previous history of being 
pitched. Look away and adjust in. Trust and believe in your abilities! 
Study the pitcher and find his release point. Make an imaginary box around this release point. Relax your eyes and pick out a gen-
eral object to look at during the first part of his wind-up {maybe his hat or head – otherwise, your eyes get too tired focusing in 
on the box}. When he gets to the top of his wind-up, shift your focus to the box and pick up the release of the ball. This helps 
maximize the amount of time you have as a hitter to recognize ball/strike, type of pitch and then react to it. 
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LAWRENCE FREE STATE HIGH SCHOOL 

FIREBIRD HITTING PHILOSOPHY 

Hitting is an art which combines general principles with individual style. You are permitted your own style so long as it does not 
forfeit general principles. Coaching is placed on identifying faults within the general principles and correcting them through 
proper drill work. 

GOALS: 

There are three goals associated with the swing: 
1. GENERATE AS MUCH FORCE AS POSSIBLE INTO THE BALL. 
 Force is a product of: 
  1) Positive move 
  2) Speed of the gears 
  3) How well the gears work together 
  4) How squarely the ball is contacted 
2. HIT IN AS BIG OF A ZONE AS POSSIBLE. 

A big zone is matching the plane of the bat with the plane of the ball throughout the hitting area. It is achieved by bottom-
ing out and getting on plane with the pitch as soon as possible 

3. BE AS EFFICENT AS POSSIBLE IN GETTING TO THE BALL. 
 This can be achieved by: 
  1) Having no unnecessary moves 
  2) Transferring the greatest amount of energy into the ball 
  3) Being smooth and fluid 

4) Having as much time as possible to make good decisions and adjustments to pitches  
PHASES OF THE SWING: 
1. PREPARATION TO SWING: 

consists of slow, controllable and repeatable movements from stance through toe touch 
 is done on every pitch 
 all hitters are different 
 in reaction to movement of pitcher 
2. SWINGING THE BAT: 
 consists of heel plant to finish 
 all good hitters are virtually the same 
 smooth acceleration of bat in reaction to speed and location of the pitch 
GOAL: To make these two phases work seamlessly together! 
 

COMPONENTS OF THE SWING 
 

1. STANCE: 
Principles:  

players can start from different positions/it is a matter of preference 
is best if starting from a square stance 
must have 2 eyes on the pitcher 
knees should be inside feet 
there should be some movement to relieve tension, promote rhythm and maintain fluidity of the swing 

Things to Look For: 
don’t get too wide 
be able to cover inside and outside of the plate with the sweet spot of the bat 
must have 2 eyes on the pitcher 

Drill:  
get in best position to skip a rock 
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2. NEGATIVE MOVE: 
Principles: 

is the preparation to move forward 
momentum must come back before it can go forward 
gets weight into inside of back leg 
is considered the load or gather 
puts hitter in sync with the pitcher 
puts hitter in proper position to move forward 

Things to Look For: 
the weight must get over the inside of the back leg 
the weight must get behind the center line of the body or center of gravity 

Drill: Dry looks: During live pens, stand in box and achieve rhythm with pitcher. 
3. POSITIVE MOVE 
Principles: 

is a smooth, linear movement prior to rotation hitting 
is a controlled weight shift towards the pitcher 
produces energy to swing the bat 
is phase of pitch recognition – pitch, velocity and location 
stride is not necessary to achieve a positive move 

Things to Look For: 
center line {belt} should not intersect between negative move and heel plant 
do not squash the bug – it prevents linear movement forward 
try to get separation between back elbow and hip as front foot is touching down 

Drills: 
Walk Through. Drill: Gives feel for good, positive move. It keeps momentum moving. Can go off of tee or use ball throw 
into box screen or all fields. 

4.  TOE TOUCH 
Principles: 

the key to hitting 
it is important to get to this position with timing {inability to do so is why most hitters fail} 
need to get to this position with ball well out in front {half-way to the plate} 

Things to Look For: 
the inside of the front foot should land at an approximate 45 degree angle 
there should be equal bend in the knees – athletic and well balanced 
the knees should be inside the feet 
the hips should be square to the plate 
the shoulders should be turned in and fairly level {not greater than a 12 degree angle} 
hands should be even or behind the back elbow 
the bat is angled back towards the head 
the inside eye is over the center line 

Drills: 
Get into toe touch position: With tee out in front of front knee, finish the swing. If no adjustment is needed to complete the 

swing then the hitter is in a good position. 
For timing: Place a ball in the top hand. Throw the ball inside of a whiffle ball while it is being pitched. Try to match the plane 

of the ball being thrown with the plane of the ball being pitched. Stay inside of the ball being pitched and do not hit it 
5.  LIVE AND INDEPENDENT HANDS 
Principles: 

hands and elbows need to be independent of the shoulder and hips 
Things to Look For: 

hands continue to move and are not static 
Drills:  
        Tee work with hands beginning out in front of head. Can also incorporate with walk-through drill. 
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6.  FIRST MOVE 
Principles: 

starts the swing with the initial movement of the bat towards the ball 
sets the course of the bat through the strike zone 
back elbow comes down to back hip 
also includes the move the front arm: the hands stay inside of the front elbow during the first three inches of this movement to 

allow adjustments from the inside out 
Things to Look For: 

the hands staying inside or even with the front elbow for the first three inches of movement 
the knob going to the ball is a fault that will create a short swing through the zone 

Drills:  
 To work the top hand, simulate the motion of skipping a rock over the mound. Throw the ball into a box screen or to all 
fields. To work the bottom hand, simulate throwing a frisbee into a net or all fields. The frisbee throw enforces the hands staying even 
or inside of the elbow for the first three inches of movement. 
 
7.  HEEL PLANT 
Principles: 

is the end of the positive move and the linear part of the swing 
is where the front foot gets planted 
begins the transition into the rotational part of the swing {is the transition to swing} 
establishes the front hip as the trigger for all rotation 

Things to Look For: 
front heel is firmly planted 
head movement stops but knee and body continue to rotate into a firm, front side 
weight transfers into front and firm side – straight front leg 
circle belt buckle at toe touch and heel plant: circles should not intersect 
gap between back elbow and hip closes 

8.  POSTURE 
Principles: 

is a checkpoint to make sure proper mechanics are being used 
good posture allows control of weight shift and timing 

Things to Look For: 
Line from the inside eye to the belt buckle 

At negative move: the angle should be back towards the foot showing the weight is in the back leg 
At toe touch: more athletic – the line is straight or slightly back indicating sufficient rotation has begun 
At heel plant: the angle is slightly forward showing the head and eyes are stopping their forward movement and rotation 

is beginning to happen 
9.  ROTATION 
Principles: 

creates the energy for the swing 
begins somewhere between toe touch and heel plant 
back elbow initiates swing and activates hips into rotation 
rotation should occur with weight distributed evenly between front and back side 
front hip is the pivot for all rotation 
bat whips through the zone 

Things to Look For: 
rotation should take bend out of front knee 
hips turn the foot – the foot does not turn the hips 
rotation stops at contact – sending energy into arms, then bat 
don’t squish the bug 

10. ADDITION 
Principles:  

how all forces are added together to force as much energy into the ball with as little effort as possible 
 
Things to Look For: 

hips rotate, elbow closes gap, bat head flies through 
separation between the elbow and the hips disappears 
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11.  CONNECTION 
Principles:  

is the position where the hands pass in front of the back shoulder 
is the position in the swing where the togetherness of the upper and lower half is measured 
the bat is at an angle to go through the zone 
allows elbow and hands to accelerate past the hips to release the angle of the bat into the ball 

Things to Look For: 
hands, elbow and stripe of pants are lined up to show connection of upper and lower half of body 
leverage of bat is maintained 
hands and elbow will accelerate past the hips 

Drills:  
       Back arm angle should simulate skipping a rock across the mound. Throw the ball from the back hand into a screen or to all 
fields. 
 
12.  BAT LAG 
Principles: 

position where the head of the bat is just prior to entering the strike zone 
Things to Look For: 

at bat lag, weight should be shifted into the front side 
hands should be out in front of your center of gravity {getting behind the ball} 
bat should be parallel to the ground 
bat releases under the hands 
be in a strong position 

 
13.  RELEASE TO CONTACT 
Principles:  

release of the angle of the bat just prior to contact 
releasing too early or late will reduce the amount of force being delivered on the ball 
hands and wrists do not generate power in the swing – they release it 
let the head of the bat release through the zone – if forced through the zone, contact will be felt in the hands 

Things to Look For: 
release should not occur until the hands are out in front of the hitters center of gravity 
hands should be palm up/palm down 
bat should be released under the hands 
measuring Release: compare the distance hands travel v. the distance the head of the bat travels during the frame prior to 

contact – will give good indication of how well the bat head is being released 
swing should bottom out in front of the body 
 

14.  CONTACT 
Principles:  

is the measuring stick of how well the hitter executed earlier in the swing 
Things to Look For: 

wrists should be straight and hands in palm up/palm down position – will allow release of the bat through the ball with as 
much force as power 

elbows are bent at contact 
be in a power V position 
knocker knuckles should be lined up 
shoulders cannot be level {could not swing} – should slope to create space between elbows 
elbows above hands and hands above bat 
laces should be down or off the ground 
straight front knee due to good hip rotation 
dynamically balanced position where back shoulder, hip and knee are all lining up due to upper and lower body working  
together 
head and eyes are in position to track ball into contact zone – straight eyes to contact point 
contact is on sweet part of bat and in front of body where bat speed is greatest 
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15.  EXTENSION 
Principles: 

where both arms get fully extended 
is fullest extension of the arms and bat towards the field 
shows how long the bat stayed through the plane of the pitch 

Things to Look For: 
bat should be pointed towards the field 
extension occurs after contact 
if the hitter extends down the foul line or to the dugout it means he is hitting in a  
small zone or swinging across the plane of the pitch 

 
16.  FINISH 
Principles: 

is the follow through after extension 
is a good indication of the path of the bat through the strike zone 
body seeks balance and weight shift backs over to the middle of body 
does not matter if hitter lets go or holds on – it has no influence on the swing 

Things to Look For: 
wrists should not roll until the hitter gets into the finish 
there should be a smooth, fluid deceleration of the arms and bat 
if finish is with a straight, front arm then the hitter usually let’s go 
if finish is with elbow back the hitter usually holds on 
hands and bat should finish around shoulder height or higher depending upon location of the pitch 
the higher the pitch, the lower the finish 
on the swing plane, the front elbow should be over the hands, and the hands over the pitch which allows the head of the bat to 

be released under the hands. 
 

LAWRENCE FREE STATE HIGH SCHOOL 
FIREBIRD BUNTING 

 
Philosophy: 
A player is asked to bunt because the coach has confidence in the player to execute the play. A bunt is a TEAM play. Good bunting 
puts a great deal of pressure on the defense. 
 
Goals: 
1. Bunt good pitches: trying to bunt bad pitches decreases your success as well as decreasing the chance for a walk. 
2. Bunt the top half of the ball to avoid pop-ups. 
3. Bunt, then run. 
4. EXECUTE! 
 
I. Sacrifice Bunt 
Two stances can be utilized for this bunt: Pivot or square around. 
 
Pivot: jab with the stride foot and pivot with the back foot. 
Square around: Pivot on the side foot and bring back foot up to the front corner of the box. 
 
A} When the pitcher breaks his hands {glove separates from the ball} you pivot or square. 
B} Make sure pitcher is committed to home plate. A pick-off might be on to see if a bunt play is on. 
C} Hips and shoulders square to pitcher and torso straight. 
D} Knees bent and bat at 45 degree angle at the top of the strike zone. 
E} Top hand slide up and pinches the trademark of the bat. Bottom hand replaces the top hand. Don’t bring both hands up the bat; 
you have no control. 
F} Head and eyes on the same plane as the bat. 
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G} Bend at the knees to get to the low pitch; don’t lower the bat head. 
H} Don’t give with arms, give with the wrist and hands. Let the ball knock the bat into your palms. 
 
KEYS: 
1} Bunt strikes! 
2} Bunt, then run. 
3} Placement of the ball is from the pitcher to the foul lines. 
4} Runner at first, look to bunt down the first base side, runner at first and second, look to bunt down the third base side.  
 
II. Drag Bunt 
Right handed hitter: 
A} Cheat up in the box but don’t give bunt away. 
B} When pitcher begins his delivery, square and point the barrel in the area you want to drag to {this should be determined before 
squaring}. 
C} Take a jab or drop step with the back foot. 
D} Bat angle is the same as with a sacrifice; get it out in front of the body. 
E} Don’t transfer the weight too soon, this causes the hitter to run and then bunt. We are still bunting, then running. 
F} Don’t deaden the ball. 
 
Left handed hitter: 
A} First step is with the right foot. As the pitcher delivers, open the right foot slightly to the pitcher. Don’t cross over yet. 
B} Get bat angle set as soon as possible. Bunt the ball out in front of the body. 
C} The back foot or left foot should not cross over until the ball is bunted. Crossover is taken at an angle towards the pitcher. 
 
KEYS: 
1} Patience is needed for this bunt. 
2} Still be up in the box and bunt the ball out in front of your body. 
3} Bat angle and placement is the same. 
4} Placement is on the foul line. 
5} Still bunt strikes. Good pitches to bunt are middle to low and away. If it is not your pitch, then don’t bunt the ball. 
 
III. Push Bunt 
This is a good bunt for a deep first baseman and a pitcher that falls off to the right side of the mound. 
A} Still squaring as pitcher starts his delivery, drop step with the back leg and, while letting the ball come to you, step into it and push 
it past the pitcher and second baseman. 
B} Use the same grip as with the SAC and DRAG, but a little tighter hold on the bat. 
C} Don’t extend the hands and arms too soon. Still bunt the ball out in front of the body. 
 
KEYS: 
1} Still bunt, then run. 
2} PUSH the ball past the pitcher and make the second baseman make the play. 
3} Let the ball come to you, don’t reach or lunge for the pitch. 
4} Placement for a left-handed hitter is perfect or foul. 
5} Bunt strikes. 
 
IV. Squeeze 
A} Move up in the box a little but don’t tip off a bunt. 
B} As the pitchers arm starts forward, the hitter squares or pivots around. Any earlier that this and the pitcher has time to pitch-out or 
throw at a hitter. The runner walks as the pitcher lifts his leg and breaks as the arm starts forward. 
C} Bunt the ball in fair territory. Don’t be overly concerned about placement. 
D} Don’t run out of the box. 
KEYS: 
1} Put the ball in play. 
2} Ideally, the bunt should be away from the pitcher, but it needs to be PUT INTO PLAY! 
3} A perfectly executed bunt cannot be defended. 
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V. Drills 
Bunting strikes:  
This is a drill that helps players recognize a buntable ball. One partner has a bucket of balls and throws 10-12 pitches to his part-
ner. He will throw some unhittable balls and the hitter must pull his bat back on the ball that he should not bunt. 
 
Partner bunting: 
This is a drill that focuses on all types of bunts and is great for repetition. One partner has a bucket of balls and throws a pitch to 
his partner. The partner will bunt 3-4 SAC, 3-4 PUSH, 3-4 DRAG and 3-4 SQUEEZE. 
 
Placement drill: 
This is a drill to practice all types of bunts. Cones are set out to indicate where a certain type of bunt should be placed. As the 
coach or pitcher throws a pitch, the type of bunt is called out. For example, if “SACRIFICE” is called, then the player should put 
the ball in the designated area for sacrifice bunts. 
 
Bunt and run drill: 
This is a drill that makes the runner see the bunt before running to the next base. There is a line of bunters at home and second. 
There is a line of runners at 1st and 3rd. Two coaches or pitchers are on the mound with a net in between them. They will throw a 
pitch at the same time. The bunter must bunt a strike fair and runt to 1st or 3rd, and the runner must see it down and advance. 
The runners get in the bunter’s line and bunters get in the runner’s line. The drill can also be used for the squeeze drill. 
 
 
 

LAWRENCE FREE STATE HIGH SCHOOL 
FIREBIRD BASERUNNING  

Philosophy: On every pitch we are looking for an opportunity to take an extra base and put pressure on the defense.  Take 
advantage of passed balls, balls in the dirt, bobbled balls, over throws, lazy outfielders, middle infielders who do not back up 
throws to pitcher, lazy catchers, etc.  Aggressiveness and awareness on the base paths can increase the pressure on the defense 
and increase our chances of scoring more runs.   

Rules:  1.   Always know the outs, count, score, inning, positioning of the defense and   position and speed of lead runner.  
Always be aware of where the baseball is.  Base runners sometimes have to take their eyes off the ball, but have a sense 

of 
where the ball is. 
Receive signs from coach with heels on the base. 
Make sure pitcher is on the rubber before leaving the base. 

Home to 1B- 
1.  Drive out of the box with your back foot and stay low. 
2.  If ball is hit directly down the 3B line, find ball with a peek out of the corner of your eye on your 3 step.  If ball is hit to right 

side, you can see the flight of the ball without turning your head. 
3.  On a ground ball to the infield, run straight through the bag.  Find a spot (foul pole, edge of grass, etc.) and focus on that spot 

as you run to 1B.  Focus changes several steps prior to the bag.  Watch the feet of the first baseman. 
4.  Make contact with the front edge of the bag with your toes.  Do not lunge at the bag, as this will slow you down.   
5.  Lean into the bag as a sprinter would break the tape at the end of a 100-yard dash. 
6.  As soon as you make contact with the bag, begin to break down by lowering your hips and chopping your feet.  Look to the 

right for an overthrow and know the angle of where the ball is coming from. 
7.  Never slide into first base unless the 1B leaves the bag to catch a bad throw.   
8.  On balls hit to the outfield, you must come out of the box thinking it’s a Double!   
9.  Get a turn that will allow you to touch first base on the inside corner of the bag and drive in a straight line to second base.   
10.  Get as far off of 1B as you can without having an outfielder or infielder throw behind you.  If the ball is hit to LF, you can get 

further away from the bag than you can on a ball hit to RF. 
 
FIRST BASE 
1.  First thing you must do is pick up third base coach.  First base coach will be informing you of outs, lead runner and type of 

move pitcher uses as the 3B coach is giving you signals.  After receiving signals, check defensive positioning while on the bag. 
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2.  When pitcher engages the pitching rubber, get your PRIMARY lead.  This is done by taking 3 steps (right, left, right) and two 
shuffles.   

3.  When pitcher releases the ball, you take your SECONDARY lead.  This is done by taking 2-3 shuffles toward the next base, don’t 
cross your feet. Your right foot should be landing as the ball enters the hitting zone, and should land opened.  This will allow you 
to advance on a passed ball, ball in dirt or ground ball.  If the ball in caught by the catcher, plant your right foot and slide or run 
back to the bag with your eyes on the catcher.   

4.  If the catcher or pitcher attempts a pick off you must slide into the bag.  Do this by crossing over with your right foot and driving 
your right hand down and towards the back of the base.  Tuck your chin to your left shoulder.  This protects you from being hit in 
the face by the ball or a glove and allows you to see if the pick off has been overthrown. 

5.  When the first baseman is not holding you on, the first base coach will assist you with his positioning.   
6.  A one way lead is used to draw a throw from a left-handed pitcher.    This is done by taking a larger primary lead, plus1-2 shuffles.  

On the first movement by the pitcher, the runner gets back to the bag.  If the pitcher delivers to home, get off the base and into 
a secondary lead.  The 3B coach will indicate he wants one way lead by holding up one finger and pointing to 1B.   

7.  A one way steal is a steal on first movement by a left handed pitcher.  The runner gets  
An extra step and steals on first movement made by pitcher.   

 
STEALING SECOND BASE 

1.  Work to get a good primary lead making sure you are in the baseline. 
2.  If you don’t get a good jump, do not attempt to steal unless a hit and run is called or a full count (3-2). 
3.  Take an explosive crossover step, reaching out and pulling with the left arm and stay low.  You slow down when you stand 

straight up. 
4.  On a hit and run, look for the ball on your third step. Otherwise focus on second base and look for the ball when you hear the 

crack of the bat. 
5.  Use a head first slide if possible.  Drive your hands down to the front of the bag, keeping your fingers up.  Dive out (gradually 

falling forward) to the bag not down as this will slow you down. 
6.  If using a figure four (feet first) slide, throw hands up and land on your butt.  Keeping your hands in the air will prevent you 

from jamming your wrists and fingers. 
7.  If the ball beats you to the bag, read where the infielders glove is placed for the tag.  If the infielder puts the glove at the front 

corner, aim for the back edge. 
8.  Pop up to a standing position as soon as possible and find the ball. 
9.  If picked off, depending on the situation, line up the shortstop, your nose to his nose, and run right at him. 

 
 
TIPS TO LOOK FOR WHEN STEALING 
Left handed pitcher:     Right handed pitcher: 
-back shoulder      -back heel lifts, he is going to the bag 
-looks to first      - front heel lifts, he is going to the plate 
-spacing between legs     - looks to first 
-where they break their hands    -where they break their hands 
 
TURNS AT SECOND BASE 
Pick up coach prior to contact with bag, get his signal.  Find bag with eyes and make contact with bag and immediately pick up the 
coach.  He might hold you or send you after you make contact with bag.   
 
TAGS AT FIRST BASE 
1.   With runners at 1st and 3rd, the runner at 1st can tag on a fly ball when there is going to       
      be a play at the plate.  If the outfielder is running in or camped, you can tag.  If you      
     see his back, go half way. 
2.   Always look to tag on a foul ball.  If the outfielder or infielder is running away from the field and it looks as if he cannot stop and 

make a throw to second, the runner should tag. 
3.   On a routine fly ball where there is no chance of tagging and advancing, the runner should move as far off the base as possible 

and when the catch is made, begin moving back to the base. 
 
GROUND BALLS 

1.  On a ground ball hit to the second baseman where a tag is going to be attempted, the runner should stop and avoid being tagged.  
The runner should make the second baseman make a choice to either tag him or throw the runner out at first.   
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SECOND BASE 
1.  If there are less than two outs the runner takes his lead directly in the baseline.  Your take the same primary lead as first but 

add one extra shuffle. 
2.  When taking your secondary lead you can add one extra shuffle. 
3.  Listen to the third base coach for communication on the length of your lead. 

“GOOD”= Take another step towards base.  Each time he says “GOOD” you take one more step. 
“THERE”= Hold your lead. 
“BACK”= Take one step back toward second 
“BACK, BACK, BACK, BACK”= Cross over step and dive back to second 
base. 

STEALING THIRD BASE 
1.  Using the third base coach for help, take as large a lead as you can. 
2.  You should not stop your momentum to 3B.  Try to keep a slow creeping motion to the bag.  If the pitcher doesn’t stop your 

motion, your jump will be better.  If he does stop you, you should not steal unless it is a 3-2 count. 
3.  The mechanics of stealing are the same as stealing 2B. 

AT YOU BEHIND YOU 
1. When a runner is at second without a runner behind him at first, there are rules to follow when a ground ball is hit.  The run-

ner will hear the third base coach say “At you or behind you.” 
2.  When a ground ball is hit at you or to the second base side (behind you) you can advance to third base.  You must sprint to 

third and pick up the third base coach, as he may send you home or hold you at third. 
3.  When a ground ball is hit to the shortstop side (in front of you) you must take 3-4 steps back to the bag, keeping your eyes on 

the SS.  This will prevent the SS from throwing behind you.  Do not retreat all the way to the bag.  As soon as the ball is 
thrown to first, take 3-4 shuffles, reading the throw.  You can advance on a ball in the dirt, a throw up the line or an over-
throw. 

4.  When a ground ball or slow roller is hit in front of you, you can advance to third.  Getting a good secondary lead at second will 
allow the runner to get a good jump and advance on a softly hit ball in front of him.   

TAGS AT SECOND BASE 
The runner should remember that he is already in scoring position.  We will only tag when the runners’ speed and depth of fly ball 
allows us to.   
1.     When an outfielder catches a fly ball running away from the infield or is camped under a deep fly ball, the runner should tag.  
The third base coach will communicate if he wants the runner to advance or not, but if crowd noise doesn’t allow you to hear him, 
the runners must use their own  judgment. 
2.  The runner at second should tag on all foul balls.  The chances of advancing on a foul      
     ball down the first base line is better than the third base line. 
3.  On routine fly balls with no chance of tagging, the runner should get as far off the base as possible. 
4.  With no outs and a deep fly ball that the runner is not sure if the OF can make the catch, the runner should tag.  The runner will at 

least end up at third with no outs if not score. 
5.  With one out and a deep fly ball that the runner is not sure if the OF can make the catch, the runner should go half way.  If he 

drops it, the runner scores.  If he catches it, the runner returns to the base to attempt to tag up. 
THIRD BASE 

1.  The primary lead at third is very small and in FOUL TERRITORY.  Take 2 steps in foul territory and 2 steps down the line.  The 
runner stays in foul territory until he returns to the base.  If he is hit by a batted ball, he is not out.  If the runner is hit with a 
batted ball in fair territory, he is out. 

2.  When the pitcher begins his motion home, the runner walks towards home plate in foul territory.  The right foot lands with 
the body leaning over the right foot when the ball reaches the hitting zone. 

3.  If the ball is caught, the runner returns to third in fair territory and keeps his eyes on the ball at all times. 
4.  If the ball goes up, less than 2 outs, the runner goes back.   
5.  If the ball is hit on the ground, there are 4 predetermined actions from the runner.  The third base coach will give one of 4 

signals to the runner: 
>Down angle- If the ball is hit on a down angle (ground ball) the runner advances. 
> 1. If the ball is hit on the ground up the middle, the runner advances. 
> 2. If the ball is hit on the ground up the middle past the pitcher, the runner advances. 
> GAG  If the ball is hit on the ground, the runner freezes and finds the ball.  The gag is usually put on when the infield is play-
ing in.   

       6.  On a suicide squeeze, the runner must break full speed to home when the pitchers front foot hits the ground.  At this 
 point the pitcher cannot throw to third. 
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RUNNING TO HOME PLATE 

1..Never slide headfirst into home plate.  Sliding head first can cause injury to the runner. 
2.  As soon as the runner crosses home plate, turn around and assist the trail runner coming home.  Get in his line of vision 

and yell to him if he needs to slide or stand up.  If he is to slide, point to side of the plate that is best for him.  If the 
catcher is setting up inside, point outside. 

3.  As soon as the ball is hit with a runner in scoring position, the on deck hitter should clear the third base line. If a bat or 
catcher mask is in an area that would prevent the runner from sliding into home plate, toss it into foul territory.  

4.  When scoring on a passed ball or wild pitch, always slide with your head turned into fair territory.  This is done to pre-
vent the runner from getting hit in the face on a throw from the catcher to the pitcher.   

 
TAGS AT THIRD BASE 

1.  With less than 2 out, always tag on a fly ball.  As soon as the runner reads the ball           
in the air off the bat, get back to tag up. 

2.  If the ball is hit behind the runner, to the left of the left fielder in foul territory, the runner opens to his right to see the 
left fielder catch the ball. 

3.  If the ball is hit anywhere to the right of the left fielder, the runner opens to his left to see the ball being caught. 
4.  On fly balls that the runner will tag and score without a throw, the runner must tag after the ball is in the glove.  
5.  On fly balls that the runner will have to beat a throw, the runner must tag as the ball enters the glove to give a split sec-

ond advantage to the runner. 
 
 
GENERAL GUIDELINES 

The runner should always be aware of the positioning of the defense and strength of fielders’ arms.   
The runner should make a turn at each base if he is going to advance to the next base unless the outfielder or base coach stops 

him. 
When making a turn the runner should always lean in, step on the inside of the bag and drive to the next base.  
When a runner is held by the coach or play of fielder, they should always look for an overthrow or bobble that will allow them 

to advance.  Just because the runner is stopped, doesn’t mean the play is over.   
Study infielders and outfielders arm during pre game infield.  Know which arm you can take the extra base on. 
Study the move of the pitcher from the dugout.   


